curtains, oh
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Up to the glass with this

{

“We can only wonder what our
urban areas would look like today if,
instead of creating segregation
where it never, or perhaps barely,
existed, federal and local
governments had pushed in the
opposite direction, using public
housing as an example of how
integrated living could be
successful.”48

}
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“Because once entrenched,
segregation is difficult to reverse,

}

“Because once entrenched,
segregation is difficult to reverse, 47
the easiest course is to ignore it.”48

{

}
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And here, we begin…

a second time.

last time

[ I’m not an Inuk. Or
Indigenous. And for some
reason I don’t feel the need
to say…

[ deafening. clear.

because When you’re there.
It’s different than when
you’re not.
Different. Different to how
you’re heard. Listened to.
But I won’t say different to
how you can be helped.
there, Nunavummiut
Canadians spoke. Told. And
showed –Things. Ways.
Types, that don’t exist
outside housing Nunavut.
Or not in whatever ideal you
call this country.

{

And that’s not easy.
-To share. and -To trust? is
worse. Neither make you
feel warm or like you’ve
accomplished anything. at
best, sharing, trusting
maybe, offers some relief.
because after, you still have
to go back home to
whatever you call that place.
Hoping. knowing that
speaking. Telling. Showing.
ends in something.
That, That—2018 accounts,
letters, photos, proof; was,
Up to the glass with this

One year. later. and you start
to see, little by little parts are
starting to get out.
not affiliated with ___,
touching on this. the Truth
about— Housing, Inuit.

To: not too upsetting,
what isn’t working
here—for housing,
already,
[ I’m not an Inuk. Or Indigenous.
And for some reason I don’t feel the
need to say I’m an employee of
____.
And I think that probably matters a
bit.
To understanding why you should
spend ___ minutes of your time
reading what you might think you
already know.
From an individual, and a people,
no way in hell you know.
It’s the people that matters though;
And that’s why it was important to
have them; real, trusting, original
voices from this community—
Cambridge Bay, heard.
To hear from those who try and call
where they live home; not from the
people who call houses home.
I’m talking about those who do their
best at finding home in what they’re
living in right now, in Cambridge
Bay, Nunavut.

}

No unnamed sources;

-Substantiated by an Inuk.
documented by interview.
Up to the glass with this was,
and still is: a plea for help

- Just residents of Cambridge Bay.
“People from this land”
Words that speak. Staying.
Giving Place.

here, brings a little more.
not separate. not alone.
to— a caption. A map. sans
letters …but… still proof,
no?
… because this—these
things, ways. types, with
housing Inuit, are nothing
new.

- Matt Wallace

[Contextually speaking,]

Not for the Canadians living
in these communities and
not for the scores of
publications that have
touched upon them before.
-eh?
there’s more.
More people. More people
who know.
…some with titles. some in
groups. some just things.
little. growing by little.
they’re all. Just. names.
which
here. do
same the picturetogether the same proof.

[Nunavummiut]:
“People from this land”
\\\

Content
{

}

Up to the glass with this is politically-correct speak;

backs up what was said.

In bringing to light/magnifying what’s actually going on, all levels involved, in public housing for—at least, Cambridge Bay. bringing clarity to {at least}, Cambridge Bay.
Up to the glass with this, also provides scale ranging good, bad, deceit right up to the glass—i.e. the last thread of housing’s building envelope, before the good. the bad. the ugly
gets pushed out into the open; like written lines into the street.
goes further. into the history and policy that dictates the good. The bad. The ugly.

{

}

Up to the glass with this, is where you hear, firsthand, from Inuit and northerners on what housing is like, right now, for Nunavummiut. for at least, parts of Inuit Nunangat.

rather than - understanding. their culture. their
Homes for Nunavummiut - Inuit Nunangat.

}

housing in the north

{

And Up to the glass with this, appended, is hearing and bringing to light solutions from a community that is sick of seeing and hearing the same, old thing;

when it comes to their voices. their

levels
HOUSING. lhos. effects, tenant-. nhc. contractor-effects.| titles| groups| things

{

}

Proof; if you go a little deeper, those will become clear, too. and

, which sounds like -proof-

- break

And finally, equalling this intro, is a paged-, out. Not an ending, but in sorts, an opening to continue on, or, maybe, for this to continue on… quoting, lines. names|

things | groups| titles - truth

alas- with history. the town map, sans a caption
and Appended -SOLUTION -sets. - all together: the same proof.

echoing... echoing...

Up to the glass with this

HOUSING | titles
\

Up to the glass with this

“I wake up in the morning with my feet freezing.
The draft from under my window goes through my
blankets.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

Board Member, 2018-

“Government
workers when
their house gets
leaks, they’re
moved out right
away. And the
leak is fixed
right away. Why
don’t we get
that?”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Director, 2018 -

“‘It’ll be gone in

a few days, don’t
worry about it.’
That’s what I
heard from
housing. Water
was leaking
from my ceiling,
down my walls.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“The people who come up here
from the south, when they have
mold, it gets fixed right away.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Lab Manager, 2018 -

“You ask us to live in your homes. Eat your…”

HOUSING | titles
\

Up to the glass with this

“You ask us to live in your homes. Eat your kind of food, work your kind of way…
everything, But, no movie theater, we don’t get a pool, no gym, we have no stress
release… And you wonder why we have all these issues? Why people drink, smoke
and everything else…”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“We don’t want
HRVs {Heat

“In the winter,
the wind
sometimes blows
right through the
exhaust fan and
freezes the food
I’m boiling on top
my stove”

Recovery
Ventilators}.

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Ottawa-based Journalist, 2018 -

“No. Weather stripping never
was on the door or door-frame.”

They’re causing
the mold…all
you need is an
air vent on the
floor and a vent
on the roof; we
never had mold
issues with that
setup.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Parliamentary Advisor for Senator, 2018 -

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Professor Emeritus, 2018 -

“The broom is to keep the...”

HOUSING | titles
\

Up to the glass with this

“The broom is to keep the furnace vent closed; when it’s windy
sometimes, the wind blows right inside through the vent”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 District Director, 2018 -

“We’re cold in
the winter, and
in the summer
hot.”
“This door can’t
have a deadbolt.
It freezes shut
[and won’t open].”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Team Lead, 2018-

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Analyst, 2018-

“The mattress is kept there,
in the living room, because
underneath, the floor is cold
to touch.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

[Proof]

[Proof]

HOUSING | titles
\

Up to the glass with this

“We live, literally, with our own—you know. Our bathroom is right into our
kitchen. Plus, sewage right under are house. And the fans if the HRV isn’t running,
don’t work in the bathroom, then.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Director of Planning & Communications, 2018 -

“We turn off the
machine above
the bathroom
because it’s
always loud…
tough to sleep
when its’s that
loud.”

“That’s a cracked
sewage drain
pipe under this
house; frozen
sewage has
created a seal on
the crack. They
should fix that.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Arctic-research Graduate Student, 2018 -

“There; frost and ice-deposits along
the roof-line” [while standing inside, an
unheated, fully-enclosed porch room]
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Senior Science Officer, 2018 -

[Proof]2

[Proof]

HOUSING | titles
\

Up to the glass with this

“If they gave us the supplies, I can fix the
doorframe myself.”
- Cambridge Bay Elder, 2018

“The lights in the
porch are
fluorescent. They
take a long time
to turn on, and
don’t sometimes.
It’s [the porch]
uninsulated. The
cold does
something to the
wiring.”

“We sleep in the
living room
because it’s
closest to this
door; our
bedrooms are
too hot.” [Living
room is closest to
drafty, unsealed
front door.]
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Manager, 2018 -

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
President, 2018 -

“Worms were coming out of
our floor”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 UK-based Journalist, 2018 -

“We’re argumentative. Going crazy living in this…”

HOUSING | titles
\

Up to the glass with this

“We’re argumentative. Going crazy living in
this humidity. That’s not who we are as Inuks”
[Living in a house with uncontrollable heat; Sauna-like, just standing inside for a non-Inuk]
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Parliamentary Advisor for Senator, 2018 -

“This night a
drunker was
outside my door
pounding on it. I put
my hands against
the door from
inside, pushing
back. Next day,
Housing wanted to
charge me for
damages to the
door.”

“We have to push
the window open,
then to close, pull
it with string”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Door’s wrapped in plastic to
keep the cold air out.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Parliamentary Advisor for Senator, 2018 -

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Parliamentary Advisor for Senator, 2018 -

[Proof]

[Proof]

HOUSING | titles
\

Up to the glass with this

“The wood for the sides and roof sat for a
year outside before they started building.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Analyst, 2018 -

“Mold’s all along
the roof joists.
You can see it in
all my home’s
rooms.

“little black bugs
were coming
from the walls.
This was winter.
The kind you
can’t step on to
kill. They were
hard-shell.”

You can see the
watermarks, too”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Board Member, 2018 -

“Mold’s in the bathroom.
We scrub it off, but it
always comes back.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Secretary of Senior Science Advisor, 2018 -

[Proof]

[Proof]

HOUSING | titles
\

Up to the glass with this

“I watched from my window those houses for CHARS {Canadian
High Arctic Research Station} people get built. We saw the amount
of time those builders took, and the quality of work.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 President, 2018 -

“It’s our responsibility
[as tenants] to change,
and buy our lightbulbs.
It’s tough when they’re
caged-in [behind screwedin, wire enclosure], you
can’t change them
then”

“GN-staff can call
and have their
lightbulbs changed
and replaced for
free.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“I shove grocery bags in the cracks.
This way the rain, snow doesn’t come
in around the door.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Director, Department of, 2018 -

“We had mold in our window sill…”

HOUSING | titles
\

Up to the glass with this

“We had mold in our window sill, and all
they did was paint over it.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Senior Analyst, 2018 -

“When we lock
the door, the lock
gets frozen shut.
We call someone
we know to chip
away at it until it
opens”
“Sheet up to
keep air out.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Human Resources Manager, 2018 -

“That’s a full time job [scraping
ice from door] when there’s gaps
around the door”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

[Proof]3

By this point, I
wonder …did you
know?

By this point, I
wonder how your
head is...

Because that one
Inuk and I told a few
people.

and your heart…

with titles; next-toand underneaththeir names;
[the same titles, as those added in
the last section;
by-phone.
by-email.
in-person.
in group meetings.
with report-in-hand—literally,
printed, and gifted to read.
By December 2018, every one of
them was aware.]
So,
…what do you think?
-People with those titles, to-theirname… if they knew, should they
-just read it?
-reach out?
Or should they—…wait,

And, whatever ideal
you have of Canada,
I wonder if it’s
changed…
[Remember, Cambridge Bay.
Remember, Nunavut.
Remember Cambridge Bay,
Nunavut is in Canada.
This is happening, right now, in
Canada.]

Is this enough?
Because it does hurt. Because it
does ache. I wonder if you feel
sick, too.
Just to read it. Not live in it.
Breath it.
Because we can escape it. Them they can’t.
Remember, I wonder…

[Proof]

HOUSING | groups
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Up to the glass with this

“A lot of these doors not closing just needed
shimming when built…houses built in warm
months don’t have as many of these issues, either”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples, 2018-

“The mold on the
door hinges
keeps coming
back”

“There’s mold
along the
baseboard trim.
Right next to--,
they never
finished the
drywall next to
the tub.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Kitikmeot Inuit Association, 2018-

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Polar Knowledge Canada, 2018-

“I put grocery bags right
there, because the window
doesn’t close all the way”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
an Arctic Research Group, 2018-

[Proof]3

[Proof]

HOUSING | groups
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Up to the glass with this

“Housing admitted, these units were put together in a rush; I’m
not sure why all our walls are branded with this [AQUA TOUGH]”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Contributing Author on 11 “Inuit”-titled Articles, circa 2018-

“Yeah, I don’t
know what that
is [above the door].
It looks like
water.”

“They call this
finished [standing

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Cambridge Bay Housing Board, 2018-

in bathroom with
piping exposed,
toilet next to water
tank]”

“It was cold to touch [under window], so
they came back and re-plastered…
that’s finished.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Contributing Author on 3 “Inuit/Arctic”titled Articles, circa 2018-

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Contributing Author on 2 “Inuit/First Nations”-titled Articles, circa 2018-

[Proof]4

[Proof]
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Up to the glass with this

“To get warm water, we boil water on the
stove; for hot water for our kids’ bath.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Inuit Circumpolar Council, 2018-

“They’ve built
houses the same
way…I go to the
AGM {annual general
meeting} for the
last 20 years; Our
bathroom is
always right
beside our
kitchen...people in
jail don’t even
have that setup”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Attendees, Day _, KIA Annual General Meeting, 2018-

“Building a
sound house
would stop a lot
of these issues.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., 2018-

“If we leave wet laundry on the
floor, it will freeze to the floor.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 nunavut housing corporation, 2018-

“My room was on the outside corner of the house…”

HOUSING | groups
\

Up to the glass with this

“My room was on the outside corner of the house, and in
the corner of the room, snow was constantly filling up.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“They took out
the fan controls
altogether; there
is no fan in the
bathroom, then.”

“It’s not frost.
It’s actual snow
in my son’s room

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

[snow accumulates
in an inside corner of
the room; a corner
with no adjoiningoutside walls].”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“[electrical panel] Breakers don’t always trip.
In new homes they do; but not guaranteed
in ones like ours.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

[Proof]

[Proof]

By this point, I
wonder …did you
know?

By this point, I
wonder how your
head is...

Because that one
Inuk and I told a
few—

and your heart…

that group; by title
next-to- and
underneath-their
names;
[the same groups as those added,
right before, in this section;
by-phone. by-email.
in-person.
in group meetings.
with report-in-hand—literally,
printed, and gifted to read.
By December 2018, every one of
them was aware.]
Hmmm…I wonder…what do you
think?
-those groups, to-their-name… if
they knew, should they,
- just read it? -reach out?
Because all of them do .care
And I know this because—

And, whatever ideal
you have of Canada,
I wonder if it’s
changed…
[Remember, Cambridge Bay.
Remember, Nunavut.
Remember Cambridge Bay,
Nunavut is in Canada.
This is happening, right now, in
Canada.]

Is this enough?
Because this is just 2018.
We should go back a little. A little
ways.
The housing issues you never
knew about here, in 2018, …
maybe, were better…in… 2014 ?
Yeah, let’s try that.
2014; February, to be exact…

{

-poof-

}

{

-2018-

}

HOUSING | groups
\

Up to the glass with this

“I threatened to go to CBC, show them my kitchen, all
taped-up…housing then came and fixed the leak. That
stopped the water coming out of my cupboards.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, circa 2014

“The wall next to
the bathtub just
started to wear
out. I went to
three other units
in our 5-plex, and
next to their
bathtubs I saw the
same thing
happening.”

“The mold was on
the doors. In the
windows. Around
the bathtub.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, circa 2014

- Cambridge Bay Resident, circa 2014

“3 years ago, CBHA said they’d
be getting us new doors”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

[Proof]n

So, in waiting—

Remember, this corner?

It’s kinda fun to:
directorboard memberlab managerparliamentary advisor for senatoranalystanalystdirector, department ofsenior science officerOttawa-based journalistUK-based journalistmanagerarctic-research graduate studentpresidentpresidentteam leadboard member-

standing senate committee on
aboriginal peoples-

Come, -2018

polar Knowledge Canadakitikmeot inuit associationnunavut housing corporationcambridge bay housing boardan Arctic Research GroupNunavut Tunngavik Inc.Contributing Author on 11 “Inuit”titled Articles, circa 2018Contributing Author on 3
“Inuit/Arctic”-titled Articles, circa
2018Contributing Author on 2
“Inuit/First Nations”-titled Articles,
circa 2018inuit circumpolar councilAttendees, Day _, KIA Annual
General Meeting 2018-

and…

parliamentary advisor for senatorparliamentary advisor for senatorhuman resources manager parliamentary advisor for senatorsecretary of senior science advisorprofessor emeritusdistrict directordirector of planning &
communicationssenior analyst-

-Because remembering
matters.
Remembering
this is Canada. This is
2018-19. And this is still
happening.

Remember, they’re not
just Inuit.

Away—another public
housing unit—2014,
February, to be exact…

[2014 ]

[Proof]

At this point, we
transition; from
HOUSING to LHOs.
lho: local housing organization.
lhos are an agent of the local
hamlet municipality.
lhos, like Cambridge Bay Housing
Association (CBHA), maintain the
public housing space.
lhos are responsible for:

lho

o -seasonal-, emergency-,
and everyday-living
Repairs,
o -Maintenance, and
o -small-scale Renovations.

Larger-scale work is contracted out.

lhos also are responsible for:

[Contextually speaking,]

o -assessing tenant-housing
relations,
o -Rent and Arrears
collection,
o -Moving-in and Movingout Tenants, and
o -Hearing and Handling
in-residence complaints

lhos | things

Up to the glass with this

“They charge $185 to get us back in the house [if you’re locked out].
People don’t earn a lot of money here. $185 is a lot of money.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Not Inuit-

“You call CBHA
and they don’t
come. Then you
have to call
someone in the
community to
kick the door
down.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Inuit-

[Another member in same house]: “We’ve

had to replace four doors. And we
had to pay for all of them.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Canadian-

“I got called into the
housing office.
Thought I was going
to receive the Good
tenant award; I had
paid off all my
arrears a while
back, and always
kept my house
clean. Instead, I
found out they were
charging me again
for arrears I’d
already paid. That’s
when I learned to
keep a paper trail.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Not Canadian-

“We don’t have that kind of money. So to get back in...”

lhos | things

Up to the glass with this

“We don’t have that kind of money. So to get back in, we just kick
the door down. Then we have to pay for kicking the door down”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Human-

“Called housing,
and was told
water was
dripping from
my ceiling,
because I was
cooking too
much”

[same tenant]:

“Yeah that’s
finished [plastered
soaked-through, spot
in dry-wall]. It’s not

leaking though, so
can’t complain.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Canadian-

[same tenant]: “Ceiling leaked again but I was

afraid to call housing because they’d just
repaired; that’s grounds for getting charged
[for the repair], a second time"

[Proof]

[Proof]

lhos | things

Up to the glass with this

“Now I give you it was tenant abuse; we were home opening the windows in
winter--it was too hot inside. The wear-&-tear caused the window knob to fall off."
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Human-

“[CBHA, GN] Staff vs
Public housing--all
you have to do is
look at the outside;
look at their new
doors, windows... we
never get inside, but
I’m sure inside, tells
the same story.
That’s a [blue]
housing truck right
there outside, that’s
a maintenance
staff’s house; -See?
New outside door.
New inside door.
New windows.”

“Wind was coming
inside from when
they changed the
plumbing. -Through
the holes they left
in the wall outside
the bathroom. I
[tenant] taped them
up with cardboard,
and it stopped the
wind.”
[never finished access area to HRV,
in laundry room] -“only one in

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Not Human-

Cambridge Bay, I know of.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Not Inuit-

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Not Canadian-

[Proof]3

[Proof]

By this point—
-if it all looks the
same…
the names. groups.
and messages.

By this point, I
wonder if it all looks
the same...
if it looks normal…
because, it’s not.

[Try and remember

[Remember, Cambridge Bay.

Inuit.

Remember, Nunavut.

Human.

Remember Cambridge Bay,
Nunavut is in Canada.

Canadian.
Because by January 2019, nothing
had samed.]

This is happening, right now, in
Canada.]

the same picture for them.
{which is not a good picture}

Enough?
Because this is still, just 2018.

And, though, weed legalization is
important, so are humanCanadian- Inuit-rights issues.
And I get it—people like to talk; a
lot. and we did. a lot. even though
“…the photos”, and “…shocking
collection”, were, and still are on a
publically-accessible site, needing
only a link to share.
And,
Lastly, “apartheid” in 2018, is
Apartheid; Not appropriated.
23 years since the first truth-andreconciliation …we’re supposed
to evolve, not less. not dormant.

We should go back a little more. A
little farther.
The housing issues you never
knew about here, in 2018, …
maybe, were better…in… 2010 ?
Yeah, let’s try that.
2010; October, to be exact…

[2010 ]

[Proof]

{

-2019-

}

[caption]: “Another mouldy bedroom wall in George Qayaqjuaq’s residence in Hall

Beach. He says he was told the unit was renovated before he moved in a year-anda-half ago, but only cardboard-like material with a coat of paint was put in place,
which masked the mould, according to Qayaqjuaq.1”

{

-picture1-

}

{

-poof-

}

lhos | things

Up to the glass with this

“Many managers bring their southern management-style here and
force it on workers; most guys I know want to go on stress-leave if
they haven’t quit already”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Not Inuit-

“When the house
shifts [as the
permafrost melts] the
[windows’] glass
sometimes crack.
We don’t report it,
because then we’d
get charged. This
happened before,
they said we broke
the window.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Human-

”

“There’s a lack
of accountability
in upper
management on
LHO-level”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
care-

“Maintenance supervisory and
technician levels need to listen
and meet the needs of tenants”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Canadian-

“There needs to be separation between the supervisor...”

lhos | things

Up to the glass with this

“There needs to be separation between the supervisor [manager] who’s in charge
of technicians, and those who keep track of finances, salary, performance
reviews and handle customer service. Right now, it’s all the same person.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Human-

“I get it that the
Apprentices need
to get their hours.
But when they
[Apprentices] are
the only ones to
come for repairs,
especially when
they’re working
on the boiler or
electrical, it’s
scary. There’s no
one experienced
there showing
them what to do.”

“Favouritism? No,
[CBHA] staff get the
same service as
everyone else.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Not Inuit-

“They [tenants] need to be preventative. They need to
report issues before they [issues] are major.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Inuit-

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Not Canadian-

“Nobody reports issues...”

lhos | things

Up to the glass with this

“Nobody reports issues...we get harassed when we call in.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Not Inuit-

“We had no [bathroom]
fan working for 4-, 5years. I called
housing, -they never
came; it wasn’t a
priority.

“A lot of them [CBHA
staff] tell other people
in town ‘I’m [an Inuk] a
racist’. Because I stay
on them about
repairs. Is that
racist? - Telling them
they need to do
better work?”

Black mold then
formed, then, they
came.

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Canadian-

“Housing got sick of coming. So they cut a hole in my
wall, on the other side of my bathtub, and told me to
use a blow-dryer to thaw the drain pipe when it
froze. We were scared at first, because we thought
the heat [from the blow-dryer] could cause the [exposed]
insulation around the hole to catch fire. It’s been left
like this [this solution], for the last 4 years.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

Human-

The worker cleaned
the mold, and told
me, ‘you should run
your bathroom fan; it
would stop this
[mold] from
happening.’”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Canadian-

[Proof]

[Proof]

lhos | things

Up to the glass with this

“If we don’t recoup 97% of rent, we have to pay
the difference back to NHC from what they allotted
us for maintenance at start of year.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Not Canadian-

“They charged my
friend $1200 for a
toilet; Tenant
damages. I joke
with him that they
must’ve got him a
gold toilet.

“Staff housing gets
more attention,
quicker repairs,
because they pay
full rent; and,
they’re reliable for
the rent.”

-He got just a
regular toilet.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Not Human-

“We [CBHA] have to buy from Inuit-owned
companies. All our supplies/materials. Most
times we’re paying 2-,3-,4-times what we
”
could pay if we bought elsewhere in Canada.
They know we have no other options, so they
gouge.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Not Inuit-

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Inuit-

“There’s a lot of locals here...”

lhos | things

Up to the glass with this

“There’s a lot of locals here--no [trades] papers, we’d
rather have do the work than guys with papers.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 Inuit-

“Most of the housing
guys are lazy. All I
see them do is
driving around in
their trucks.”

“Many guys doing
the repairs
[maintenance/contractors]

just redo the work
already in place.
Usually, what’s in
place, isn’t to code;
so it just propagates
on through”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
Not Canadian-

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
care

“The worker left with their middle
finger up at me; That’s what you
get when you keep calling, asking
for repairs.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018 tonotgivea.

effects, tenant-

At this point, we
transition; from lhos
to effects, tenant-.
Both, i) the Cambridge Bay
Housing Board, and ii) the lho
provide a means to address
effects, tenant-.

The housing board’s role is to
decide on unit allotment for
tenants.
Each member of the board must
not be affiliated with the lho, or
the nunavut housing corporation.

effects

tenant-

Board members are elected by the
community and serve a 2-year
term.

And, as noted prior, lhos are
responsible for:
o assessing tenant-housing
relations.
o Rent and Arrears
collection.
o Moving-in and Movingout Tenants.
o Hearing and Handling inresidence complaints.

effects, tenant-

Up to the glass with this

“…I asked him how that hole got in the wall [during a site-visit to
dwelling, him-tenant, and family lived in]; He looked me right in the eye,
and then punched a hole in the wall. ‘That’s how.’ he replied.”
” - Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
“Some tenants need
to be evicted. There
needs to be
consequences for
severe and
continual abuse to
property.”

“People in
homes need to
be accountable
too; Play our
part in helping
[with ensuring
upkeep].”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“In the past, houses were just given away.
No regard to if Tenants were responsible
enough to maintain a house.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“People who’re in houses...”

effects, tenant-

Up to the glass with this

[In brief; Part 1 of 2]:

“People who’re in houses for 10-, 20-years get attached to where they live.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Emphasize you’re only
a guest, until you own.
It’ll lessen their
attachment.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Those who lose their jobs, need to notify
housing, so their [payment] agreement—rent,
can be adjusted; else their arrears build up”

“There is a barter
system to payoff
arrears; by doing
office work,
cleaning. It’s
important the
tenant still
receives a cheque
with everyoneelse. 10-20% -pay
back to them; This
way, they keep
their self-esteem”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

[in Full; Part 2 of 2]: “At move-out, some people...

effects, tenant-

Up to the glass with this

[in Full; Part 2 of 2]:

“At move-out, some people literally get dragged-out.
I’ve seen some even come to the door with a gun.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Elders abuse is a
real thing. Their
children-,
stepchildren-,
grandchildrenare not always
caretakers. Many
are taken
advantage of.”

“[When] We moved
the family out, the
only thing they
had in their fridge
was a stick of
butter.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“You need a pulse on very sensitive [and guarded] tenant-situations.
[The Tenant Relations Officer, TRO-] Someone who understands our
culture, who’s lived and can read the signs/symptoms of these
situations. Because we deal with arrear collection, you also need
trust. The tenants need to be able to trust you. TRO is their [tenant]
way of having a trusted voice, to voice concerns.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“High-stress. Burn-out. What we deal with...”

effects, tenant-

Up to the glass with this

“High-stress. Burn-out. What we deal with, you don’t
leave, it comes home with you after work [as a TRO].”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“There needs to
be different [TRO]
positions for
move-in/moveout. Arrear
collection. and
tenant-relations.
That’s a lot to
handle for one
person.”

“It would be good
to have a support
system in place. So
we could reach out
to other [TROs] in
Nunavut, in Canada.
People dealing with
what we deal with,
daily.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Reprieve—Emergency Rescue
workers get from trauma; from
that environment. It would allow
us [TROs] the same-to refresh.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“We already hear about smoke traveling...”

effects, tenant-

Up to the glass with this

“We already hear about smoke traveling into units [fresh-air intake of
one unit, near exhaust of another] and that’s now going to be constant [once
marijuana is legalized]...even for the people who don’t smoke”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“We’re
concerned about
how marijuana
legalization is
going to affect
the insides,
outsides of
people’s houses”

“We [Housing Board]
always say to
them, ‘you can’t
choose your
neighbor’.”

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Multiplexes, we’re told are the best choice. Fastest to
build; they’re not necessarily what people want. There’s
safety issues; catching fire, they all [units] go up.
With detached, at least there’s actual distance from
neighbors who smoke, drink, make noise.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“It’s not a right to live in a house;”

effects, tenant-

Up to the glass with this

“It’s not a right to live in a house; At least I don’t look at it like that. I
feel privileged to have a roof over my head, that’s not a given. Our right
is to voice our concerns. If where we’re living is not safe.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

nhc

At this point, we
transition; effects,
tenants- to NHC.
nhc: nunavut housing corporation
nhc is a public agency of the
Government of Nunavut, providing
public- and staff for-rent housing,
home ownership and renovation
programs.
Under the Minister of Community and
Government Services, the Directorate
(Iqaluit), Corporate Headquarters
(Arviat), three district offices exist. One
district office is in Cambridge Bay, NU.

nhc
lho
[

]

x

=

Setting housing priorities for Kitikmeot
Region, nhc is to ensure these priorities
are met, and met at standard; In
Cambridge Bay, nhc is responsible for:
o -advising the lho on public
housing relations,
o -public housing inspection,
o -approval of public housingdesigns,
o -developing Request-forProposals and Tenders for
public housing construction,
design; And subsequently,
fielding proposals and bids,
o -enhancements and
improvements to systems,
technology, and retrofits in
public housing, and
o -setting rental rates

nhc

Up to the glass with this

“$289 million. That was their [NHC]
budget last year. That’s a lot of money.
Where does all that money go?”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“The amount of
funds NHC
provides [CBHA for
maintenance], is
based on the
number of units in
the municipality.

“NHC mandates
what we [CBHA]
do with the
funds. There’s
policies in place.
We’re not truly
private”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“There’s a lot of influence. 1) They [NHC] have
say on CBHA using local [Inuit firms’] labor vs outof-town workers. And it’s not always based on
who can provide the best solution for the repair.
Also, say, CBHA wanted to buy a private-market
house, fix up, then use, NHC vetos CBHA’s power
to do this.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

-No, There’s no
account for the
age of the units,
condition of units,
or the number of
residents inside.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Current home packages are too stringent...”

nhc

Up to the glass with this

“Current home packages are too stringent. No ensuite bathroom,
No ability to change bedroom-, kitchen-size…Kitchen [-space] is
important because culturally, we like gatherings”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“No public housing
unit has more than
one bathroom in it.
No matter the size
of the house. We
only get one
bathroom.
Families grow, and
there’s a lot of
people in some
houses; it’s tough
sometimes with
just one
bathroom.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Housing programs
in Iqaluit need to
come to the other
regions; [tenant]
rent-to-own condos
at ~$240-260k, our
people need too.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Specs in tenders are too broad;
They’re kept that way to be fair [and
transparent]. But that means contractors
can pick parts/materials, not
necessarily proven to work here”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“There’s blower tests...”

nhc

Up to the glass with this

“There’s blower tests [test to detect air leaks in building envelope] that
have failed, and the building still receives a pass; -you wonder
why mold constantly comes back inside these houses”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Inspection
needs to come
from outside
territory; in
places like this
[Cambridge Bay],
there’s too much
closeness in the
community; It
impacts things
here.”

“We need
inspection on
maintenance.
Preventive-, and
maintenancecall-outs.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Director, Technical manager, Projects;
they’re the ones who decide which
contractor gets the bids.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“I asked them why do you keep giving these guys…”

nhc

Up to the glass with this

“I worked there [NHC]; I asked them why do you keep giving these guys [local contractors]
work? When you know what they do.
And they said, ‘Because they’re here [local].’
‘If something goes wrong, and someone [in the house] gets hurt, someone would be liable?’
they just said no. ‘If the work’s done in the past, doesn’t matter.’ ”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“There are people
who should be
passing on, from
their positions. Their
skills/know-how of
what’s going on
here, aren’t with the
times; I’m talking allaround; inspection,
housing designs,
construction,
maintenance”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Glorified shacks,
the Government
wants us to live
in”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Many maintenance staff, years of experience
and more than capable of taking on
management role for maintenance. NHC just
looks at the candidate’s certifications/papers;
Sometimes the person they get up here works
out, often times not”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“…- Nepotism. It happens a lot.”

nhc

Up to the glass with this

“They [NHC] hired a technician, giving the position to a person with a
resumé as a red-seal cook; Culinary arts. - Nepotism. It happens a lot”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“I [an Inuk] worked
there; housing corp
would put Inuit in
positions just for the
count. Just to get
their numbers [of
representative Inuit].
Putting people in
positions without any
housing experience,
or the right skills.
Just because they’re
Inuit.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

”

“Inuvialuit Regional Corporation [IRC] worked out a plan
where federal funding went directly to them. Cut-out the
middle man [NWT].
Each community here, could do the same…would cut-out
GN-influence.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

Proof

By this point—
-please, don’t
wonder anymore...
if you can, just wait
[Remember
to wait
remember
To wait
Because now, soon this won’t be
the same.]
the same picture for them.

By this point, do you
wonder anymore...
about housing in the
north…
I wonder, if you’ll
remember…
[Remember, Cambridge Bay.
Remember, Nunavut.
Remember Cambridge Bay,
Nunavut is in Canada.

{which is not a good picture}

This is happening, right now, in
Canada.]

If you can read right to the end.

Enough?

here,

Because this is still, 2018.

you’ll find more people.

Let’s go back one, last, time. Just a
little ways.

more people who care.

Because this, all this… was just a
lead-in.

The housing issues you never
knew about here, in 2018, …
maybe, were better…in… 201415 ?

slow. Deliberate. together.

Yeah, let’s try that.

Next—comes the proof.

2014-2015; during, the period
when there was no housing board
in Cambridge Bay, NU.

More people who’ve spoken.

If you can, just read a little farther
…little. by little.
gets bigger. and bigger.
soon, “It doesn’t really make
sense…” …

nhc then, was the highest-acting
body, at the time…

[65-resident signatures; submitted to nhc-district office, Cambridge Bay]

[2014-2015 ]

[Proof]

At this point, a little
levity...
Inuit societal values:

o Inuuqatigiitsiarniq : Respecting others, relationships and caring for people.
o Tunnganarniq : Fostering good spirits by being open, welcoming and inclusive.
.
.
.

o Aajiiqatigiinnniq : Decision making through discussion and consensus.
.
.
.

…some Inuit societal
values,
and checking a
“…Broad base…”
[Sometimes even in the worst-possible
situations, you gotta laugh;
-Levity
Them, Inuit. showed me that;
to Joke. Laugh. Smile. even if there’s a
wickedness to it]

In that same spirit, allow me to reference,
“We would prefer Someone with a Broad
base not granularity.
We already know all the issues with
housing in the north.”
-Spoken? Yes. Words by a certain Polar
staff amongst a few others. About
passing on a recommended—by the
community of Cambridge Bay, candidate
for the 2018 Northern Housing Forum.
Now, we could guess… a good few
things on that. Like— who would say that
Or, we could endorse: Aajiiqatigiinnniq.
Tunnganarniq. Inuuqatigiitsiarniq
Hmmm…I wonder…, what would you
do?

Broad base

Up to the glass with this

“We’re getting 25 houses on the barge this year; we need 265.
25 isn’t enough”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“CMHC funding
ends for O/M in
2037, what
happens then?
We need to get
that figured out.

“Families,
grown-adults
should move out
if living with
Elders. They
should get their
own home.”

- New houses,
rather than sunk
cost in houses on
their last
breath.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“$60 rent isn’t sustainable.
It perpetuates people not working.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

At this point, I
wonder…
Inuit societal values:

o Inuuqatigiitsiarniq : Respecting others, relationships and caring for people.
o Tunnganarniq : Fostering good spirits by being open, welcoming and inclusive.
.
.
.

o Aajiiqatigiinnniq : Decision making through discussion and consensus.

did you connect the
dots…?
levity. societal
values, and yeah,
that Broad base?

.
.
.

o Piliriqatigiinniq/Ikajuqtigiinniq : Working together for a common cause
o Qanuqttuurniq : Being innovative and resourceful.
.
.
.

If it hurts your head to think aboutsorry.
If it hurt your gut. -Good. I
laughed too.

Either way, whoever’s with- their
“…Broad base…” should be
proud. Real proud.
Because in the spirit of
Piliriqatigiinniq, we did it; you
helped right write this;
So that’s gotta be something to do
with Qanuqttuurniq, right?

-Koana
or to an Inuk,
“Rich, eh?”

At this point, we
transition; from that
Broad base to
contractor-effects.
contractor: Inuit firm offering
construction/trades services.
According to Article 24 of the
Nunavut Land Claims Agreement:
“An Inuit firm is an entity which
complies with the legal
requirements to carry on business
in the Nunavut Settlement Area,
which is:

contractor-effects

o a limited company with at
least 51% of the
company’s voting shares
beneficially owned by
Inuit, or
o a cooperative controlled
by Inuit, or
o an Inuk sole
proprietorship or
partnership; and
o is included on Nunavut
Tunngavik Incorporated
(NTI)’s Inuit Firms
Registry”
Here in, considering contractors
with local expertise for large-scale
renovations, housing
repairs/utilities, and housing
construction; experience, which
spans both the public- and privatehousing sectors.

contractor-effects

Up to the glass with this

“Inuit-owned companies are a joke; Not just here, look at [the
demographic of] their workers…look at who runs them…who
actually runs these companies.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Too many Inuks
were ripped off
at the [trades,

“No, we’re not
obligated to go
with Inuit-owned
companies for
our materials
[unlike CBHA].”

contractor]

companies here;
That’s why we
don’t stick.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Hiring workers to come here [from outside the
community] is a crapshoot. We need a service [to
vet] to ensure poor workers, people who lie on
their resumes, aren’t going to be hired. And if
they are, not rehired by someone-else.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“My son worked at…”

contractor-effects

Up to the glass with this

“My son worked at [one of local contractors], and used to be so
stressed from having to be yelled at, told he was dumb, stupid.
They kept telling him ‘you don’t know anything’. While the white
workers were never treated like that”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“Guy who runs [one

“Their [child] would
come in, work for a
day or two then not
show up again. And
still get paid for 2weeks of work.
While everyone else
had to work two
weeks to get that
pay.”

of local contractors]

came in and told
him [the worker] to
stop with all the
metal piping [for a
boiler repair] -the
piping he’d already
started running.
This guy then says
just use plastic and
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
[to secure-] strap
with black tape. “I can only use one plug. Two [ items in the wall outlet], won’t work. I can
The worker just only plug in my TV and phone on one wall in my house.
left. he wasn’t
One day, someone knocked on my door. It was a worker from [one of
doing that;
local contractors]. He came in and we started to talk. He then asked, ‘how
He knew what was was the electrical in my house?’. I told him. He then said he was the
right [for the repair]” one who did it. He apologized and said he was snorting, when he wired
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
the whole thing.”
“Northerners don’t seem to want to work…”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

contractor-effects

Up to the glass with this

“Northerners don’t seem to want to work. They show up for a
few days, then don’t come in. They’re not reliable.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“We find bringing
in Northerners
from other
communities,
works; they show
up and work hard.
Then go back to
their families
after. It’s tough
though on them;
being away from
their family.”

“[out-of-town]
People coming
here to work,
get a house
[allotted], get a
truck. Get meal
coverage. And
we get none of
it. How do you
think that
makes us feel?”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

“I think that’s why our trades are hurting now. The young
people see what’s going on in these companies. They don’t want
to go work for them.”
- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018

Up to the glass with this

{

}

{

}

…

{

“It doesn’t really make sense to me sometimes when you try to understand why our standard of life and status of quality of life is so
different from some in Southern Canada and from that which other Canadians have the ability to enjoy despite the fact that they’re basic
… rights.”2

}

{

“It doesn’t really make sense to me sometimes when you try to understand why our standard of life and status of quality of life is so
- President,
different from some in Southern Canada and from that which other
Canadians have the ability to enjoy despite the fact that they’re basic
2
… rights.”
| titles

}

{

“It doesn’t really make sense to me sometimes when you try to understand why our standard of life and status of quality of life is so
- President, National Inuit Youth Council,
different from some in Southern Canada and from that which other
Canadians have the ability to enjoy despite the fact that they’re basic
2
… rights.”
| groups| titles

}

{

“It doesn’t really make sense to me sometimes when you try to understand why our standard of life and status of quality of life is so
- President, National Inuit Youth Council, 2016
different from some in Southern Canada and from that which other
Canadians have the ability to enjoy despite the fact that they’re basic
2
… rights.”
| things | groups| titles

}

{

“It doesn’t really make sense to me sometimes when you try to understand why our standard of life and status of quality of life is so
- Maatalii Okalik - President, National Inuit Youth Council, 2016
different from some in Southern Canada and from
that which other Canadians have the ability to enjoy despite the fact that they’re basic
2
… rights.”
names | things | groups| titles

}

1.
2.

}

…

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples [UNDRIP]- Article 21:

Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and social conditions, including, inter alia, in the areas of
education, employment, vocational training and retraining, housing, sanitation, health and social security.
States shall take effective measures and, where appropriate, special measures to ensure continuing improvement of their economic and social
conditions.

“There is a big difference between Inuit local housing and company housing. There are very big differences. We get your regular box
houses, low quality, tile floors, and then if you go into company housing, they are beautiful. They have wood floors and everything is top
quality. It shows that we’re second-class citizens within our homes.”3
We note that subsidized housing currently provided by the government to non-public sector Inuit employees is of lower quality than the
staff housing provided to government employees.4
“If you’re White and you’re coming to work up North, you’re going to have a house that is fully furnished, you’re going to pay a symbolic
rent, and one or two persons will probably live in a three-bedroom apartment. If you’re an Inuk working as a teacher, having the same
responsibility as a White teacher, you’re not allowed to live in one of these houses with your family.”3
In respect to: Inuit represent 85 per cent of the population in Nunavut.
Inuit represent 50 per cent of the Government of Nunavut workforce, yet Inuit only represent 26 per cent of those employees in staff
housing.
While the NHC has 51 employees in total who are receiving staff housing, only 9 of those are Inuit. 5

{

“It doesn’t really make sense to me sometimes when you try to understand why our standard of life and status of quality of life is so
different from some in Southern Canada and from that which other Canadians have the ability to enjoy despite the fact that they’re basic
rights.”2 In respect to:

}

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples [UNDRIP]- Article 21:
- Bill C-262 - [All] Senators, Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples, 2019
1.
2.

Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and social conditions, including, inter alia, in the areas of
education, employment, vocational training and retraining, housing, sanitation, health and social security.
States shall take effective measures and, where appropriate, special measures to ensure continuing improvement of their economic and social
conditions.

“There is a big difference between Inuit local housing and company housing. There are very big differences. We get your regular box
Olivia
- Ungava
Representative,
YouthThey
Council,
houses, low quality, tile floors, and then if you- go
intoIkey
company
housing,
they are Qarjuit
beautiful.
have2016
wood floors and everything is top
quality. It shows that we’re second-class citizens within our homes.”3
We note that subsidized housing currently provided by the government to non-public sector Inuit employees is of lower quality than the
- PwC4 Canada, 2017
staff housing provided to government employees.
“If you’re White and you’re coming to work up North, you’re going to have a house that is fully furnished, you’re going to pay a symbolic
rent, and one or two persons will probably live- Mylène
in a three-bedroom
apartment.
Riva - Individual,
2016 If you’re an Inuk working as a teacher, having the same
responsibility as a White teacher, you’re not allowed to live in one of these houses with your family.”3
In respect to: Inuit represent 85 per cent of the population in Nunavut.
- Nunatsiaq News, 2018

Inuit represent 50 per cent of the Government of Nunavut workforce, yet Inuit only represent 26 per cent of those employees in staff
housing.
While the NHC has 51 employees in total who are receiving staff housing, only 9 of those are Inuit. 5

{

“It doesn’t really make sense to me sometimes when you try to understand why our standard of life and status of quality of life is so
- Maatalii
Okalikother
- President,
National
Inuit
Council,
2016despite the fact that they’re basic
different from some in Southern Canada and from
that which
Canadians
have
theYouth
ability
to enjoy
2
… rights.” In respect to:
names | things | groups| titles

While the NHC has 51 employees in total who are receiving staff housing, only 9 of those are Inuit. 5
“Then there’s the issue of housing inequality. If you go to page 12 [of presented proof], there are pictures of houses for schoolteachers
right in front or right behind houses for Inuit, and that’s in Kuujjuaq. People are seeing these inequalities daily.”3
“And I think that gets to what I was saying about our stories not being told. It’s also our rights not being upheld, the rule of law not
applying to Inuit in the same way it applies in other workings in the government.”6
“In those two situations, because they were Government of Nunavut employees and students that the Government of Nunavut provides
housing for, they were to be rehoused. If it had been a fire of a private residential unit without any staff or students, they would have been
homeless, and permanently homeless easily for years and years. Many people would have had to just leave the community or end up
moving in with family or friends or living in sheds or shacks. So that policy absolutely needs to be relooked at.”3

…

}

“I know that tenants are offered different options, and none of them are respectful, in a way.”3

“And again, I’m going to come back and say we’re really at a fragile state right now, and our housing conditions aren’t helping out at all.”3

{

“When there’s a major renovation of houses in the North, I think families have three choices: They get a voucher to go stay at the hotel;
they are given a tent, which I’ve heard is not of good quality; or they’re given money to go live with a family. This is for months at a time
while their house is being refurbished.”3

While the NHC has 51 employees in total who are receiving staff housing, only 9 of those are Inuit. 5
“Then there’s the issue of housing inequality. If you go to page 12 [of presented proof], there are pictures of houses for schoolteachers
- Mylène Riva - Individual, 2016
right in front or right behind houses for Inuit, and
that’s in Kuujjuaq. People are seeing these inequalities daily.”3
“And I think that gets to what I was saying about our stories not being told. It’s also our rights not being upheld, the rule of law not
Natan Obed - President, Inuit Tapiriit6Kanatami [ITK], 2019
applying to Inuit in the same way it applies in -other
workings in the government.
“In those two situations, because they were Government of Nunavut employees and students that the Government of Nunavut provides
housing for, they were to be rehoused. If it had- Madeleine
been a fireRedfern
of a private
unit2016
without any staff or students, they would have been
- Mayor,residential
City of Iqaluit,
homeless, and permanently homeless easily for years and years. Many people would have had to just leave the community or end up
moving in with family or friends or living in sheds or shacks. So that policy absolutely needs to be relooked at.”3

}

“I know that tenants are offered different options, and none of them are respectful, in a way.”3
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{

…

“When there’s a major renovation of houses in the North, I think families have three choices: They get a voucher to go stay at the hotel;
they are given a tent, which I’ve heard is not of good quality; or they’re given money to go live with a family. This is for months at a time
while their house is being refurbished.”3
- Mylène Riva - Individual, 2016

“And again, I’m going to come back and say we’re really at a fragile state right now, and our housing conditions aren’t helping out at all.”3
“The shoddy workmanship that public housing tenants know to expect becomes, on the few occasions it is exposed, something exceptional,
something that can be traced to aberrant moments, to hasty briefings or a faulty reporting structure, becoming in turn a pedagogical event,
staked out in inquiries that draw out culprits and lessons.”7 which sounds like: “The housing provided to Inuit is very old and not well
maintained.”3
“Then, for any work conducted in the North, again, we find that we’re only more enriched by having the people delivering housing as part of
the studies. So our consultants will consult directly with the territorial housing authorities as appropriate.”8
"They [local housing officials] gave me the paper that they're going to go see the house three months ago [for mould issues],” Kappianaq said
in August [2018]. "They never came."
As of November [2018], Kappianaq is still waiting for a visit.9

…

}

open. Although one window is shattered and there’s a gap between the front door and the door frame, there’s not proper
air circulation], but (it’s) never fixed,”1

“By and large, most of our research that we do in the North is done in collaboration with the territorial housing agencies. We rely on them
to be a conduit and a channel to the end users — the occupants, tenants and owners of the housing units that we’re studying.”8

{

“I tried telling housing staff to fix this [The unit’s exhaust fan and ventilation system don’t work and none of the three crank-operated windows in the house will

“And again, I’m going to come back and say we’re really at a fragile state right now, and our housing conditions aren’t helping out at all.”3
“The shoddy workmanship that public housing tenants know to expect becomes, on the few occasions it is exposed, something exceptional,
- Tess Lea - Associate Professor, Depart. of Gender and Cultural Studies, The University of Sydney, 2014
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"They [local housing officials] gave me the paper that they're going to go see the house three months ago [for mould issues],” Kappianaq said
in August [2018]. "They never came."
- Charlene Kappianaq - Igloolik Resident, 2018

As of November [2018], Kappianaq is still waiting for a visit.9

{

“I tried telling housing staff to fix this [The unit’s exhaust fan and ventilation system don’t work and none of the three crank-operated windows in the house will
- Josh
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“By and large, most of our research that we do- in
the North is done in collaboration with the territorial housing agencies. We rely on them
Duncan Hill - Manager-Housing Needs Research, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation [CMHC], 2016
to be a conduit and a channel to the end users — the occupants, tenants and owners of the housing units that we’re studying.”8

to be a conduit and a channel to the end users — the occupants, tenants and owners of the housing units that we’re studying.”8
“We are a strong advocate of ensuring that we bring the necessary attention to support innovation and positive improvements in northern
housing.”2
“Too often pressure from the South to maximize energy efficiency or improve delivery methods to reduce construction costs are proposed
for the sake of political expediency and are not based on any standard of research adequate for Northern realities.”10
“On the technical side, solving the ventilation challenges is critical on many fronts: health; durability; energy efficiency”11
“We were shown what they called an ‘‘Eskimo hole.’’ This was the local people fixing it themselves by putting a hole through the wall, and
they located it so that the draft around the building helped work for the air vent. When it was really cold, they stuck a sock in it. Those
houses did not have their doors all iced up. In the houses with the Southern solution, the doors were iced up.”12
“What was being discussed is called kingaq in our language. It is a vent that allows hot air to get out.”12 - a quiet alternative

}

“As elders told us that in Nunatsiavut, this is the way [living areas are facing the sun and the sleeping areas are facing to the north] they used to build
their houses, and, somehow or other, once planners came — usually planners from the South coming North and applying Southern
perspectives, essentially—”3 they couldn’t believe, “Not only are they [Communities in Nunavut] small communities with no history of a
private housing market, but we don’t have building inspectors”10 and then “With regard to the contractor that has a contract with a
community and has to put up X number of houses, after the construction is done, even during the construction period, you should have an
inspector on site, which doesn’t happen very often. Also, they should be examining the quality of material that is being brought in and is
used for construction, at times, because the contractor notices it’s going to end up costing them a hell of a lot of money and they try to find
a way to take a shortcut.
On account of that factor, sometimes we end up with a very low quality of materials, and then we start having problems, and before the 15
years is up, you have to renovate those houses again. This is an ongoing problem in the North.”2
“…I’ve come to the conclusion that right now we’re spending a lot of money building houses but it’s not an investment because they don’t
last and they don’t work.”3

{

…

“So if we know that they’re going to turn off the HRV system and open the window, I guess I can’t wrap
my head around the thought that maybe we’re going forward in the wrong direction. Maybe we should
go back to making them very simple.”13
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a way to take a shortcut.
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last and they don’t work.”3
“…these and other targeted programs to support housing in the North fall under the responsibility of the Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation and the Department of Indigenous and Northern Affairs.”14
“What we’ve experienced in the past — and it’s going to be interesting to see what the new government does — is typically the money
has flowed from the federal government directly down to NHC.” 12
where 6.10 NHC may enter into arrangements under which municipalities, service managers or other persons or bodies perform functions
that are the responsibility of NHC under this section. Notwithstanding such arrangements, NHC remains directly responsible and
CMHC will relate and look to NHC alone in regard to these functions.15
Delivery of services and support to communities is managed through the NHC’s 3 District Offices. District Offices set regional priorities and
work with LHOs and individual clients to ensure programs are being delivered to appropriate standards through monitoring and assessment.16

…

}

“NHC mandates what we [CBHA] do with the funds. There’s policies in place. We’re not truly private”

“If we don’t recoup 97% of rent, we have to pay the difference back to NHC from what they allotted us for maintenance at start of year.”
which could be the reason?
“They charge $185 to
get us back in the house
[if you’re locked out].
People don’t earn a lot
of money here. $185 is a
lot of money.”
- i.e. a means to collect

–Inuit are treated like:
“We don’t have that kind
of money. So to get back
in, we just kick the door
down. Then we have to
pay for kicking the door
down”

“They charged my friend $1200
for a toilet; Tenant damages. I
joke with him that they must’ve
got him a gold toilet.
-He got just a regular toilet.”

“I got called into the housing office.
Thought I was going to receive the Good
tenant award; I had paid off all my
arrears a while back, and always kept
my house clean. Instead, I found out
they were charging me again for arrears
I’d already paid. That’s when I learned
to keep a paper trail.”

“I think everybody is in agreement, whether it is at this table or at the GN level, NTI level, NHC, that the dollars we are getting and the
dollars we are spending are not necessarily being spent the best way, but right now it is known as the only way.”12

{

Appropriate standards like, remembering:

last and they don’t work.”2
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“I think everybody is in agreement, whether it is at this table or at the GN level, NTI level, NHC, that the dollars we are getting and the
- Clarence Synard - Vice President, NCC Development Limited, 2016
dollars we are spending are not necessarily being
spent the best way, but right now it is known as the only way.”12
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…

Appropriate standards like, remembering:

dollars we are spending are not necessarily being spent the best way, but right now it is known as the only way.”12
“…there are many players involved in the housing game in the Inuit regions, and it’s not always clear who is doing what, who is
responsible for what, where the accountability lies and how overall housing is governed from conception to the finished product.”10 but
good thing there is “There is a framework, where all provinces and territories agree to four broad categories of spending: new
construction, renovation, affordability, which can take two forms — rent supplements for folks or home ownership — and special needs.
We [CMHC] have an accountability framework, so we get claims from the provinces and the territories, at a project level, except for one
category, which is the rent supplements that go to individuals and the like. We get that at a program level. It’s audited, so we have good
controls to ensure that the money is spent as it’s meant to be.”2
which could stop –i.e. a means to collect –, or... maybe not:
6.9 Where a Commitment is cancelled or reduced, or a Project or Recipient is non-compliant in whole or materially in part, then the affected
CMHC Funding or Contributions by Others or both will be considered to remain committed, provided that,

}

Note:

15

lists agreed upon terms for Federal funding, in 2011-2014, and then extensions to 2014-2019, of the

…

Investment in Affordable Housing to- nhc, (i.e. 2018-19 Northern Funding Agreement)

which is... perplexing when you see, in:
OTTAWA — Heritage Minister Melanie Joly says cultural organizations will have to commit in writing to providing a workplace
free of harassment and sexual misconduct in order to receive federal funding.17
She noted that because many segments of the arts community fall under provincial jurisdiction, the federal government — as a
major funder of the arts — can have its most significant impact on change by reining in the purse strings.
“In general I'm very proud of the cultural sector, because harassment has been happening in every single part of our society and
again, the cultural sector is at the forefront of social change because they decided to tackle this issue and speak up. And now we
are looking at how we can help to change the culture in the sector.”18

{

(a) for CMHC Funding, NHC recommits this CMHC Funding within the same Fiscal Year in which
the cancellation, reduction, or Project or Recipient non-compliance occurred,15
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construction, renovation, affordability, which can take two forms — rent supplements for folks or home ownership — and special needs.
We [CMHC] have an accountability framework, so we get claims from the provinces and the territories, at a project level, except for one
- Charlie MacArthur - Sr. Vice-President, Regional Operations and Assisted Housing, CMHC, 2016
category, which is the rent supplements that go to individuals and the like. We get that at a program level. It’s audited, so we have good
controls to ensure that the money is spent as it’s meant to be.”2
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- Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 2018
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(a) for CMHC Funding, NHC recommits this CMHC Funding within the same Fiscal Year in which
the cancellation, reduction, or Project or Recipient non-compliance occurred,15

OTTAWA — Heritage Minister Melanie Joly says cultural organizations will have to commit in writing to providing a workplace
free of harassment and sexual misconduct in order to receive federal funding.17
She noted that because many segments of the arts community fall under provincial jurisdiction, the federal government — as a
major funder of the arts — can have its most significant impact on change by reining in the purse strings.
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are looking at how we can help to change the culture in the sector.”18
it'’s not easy to speak up. But worse, how much tougher does it get— when:
“The worker left with their middle
finger up at me; That’s what you get
when you keep calling, asking for
repairs.”

“Nobody reports issues...we get
harassed when we call in.”

Because in Nunavut, when you’re harassed—is this what happens?
“Scared of the government, or being
Hickes said, a culture of defensiveness and fear
“QEC cannot hide behind a curtain of
scared of being assaulted by non-Inuit
exists throughout the GN, where workers are scared confidentiality or self-serving processes
[reason for others not speaking up about the
to even make small complaints.
that attempt to hide discrimination by
Inuit vs non-Inuit terms of employment
“This fear of reprisal and the defensive posture of
concocting workplace offences that allow
discrepancy]”19
senior employees needs to end,” 21
for the unfair punishment of Inuit who
speak up for their rights,"22
“Some people are pretty desperate
CBC News obtained the response through an Access to
Information request, which also showed management
when they come to me because they
don’t have anyone to turn to. People
sought recourse against current and former government
they could’ve turned to are part of that of Nunavut employees, who weighed into CBC's initial
story [on Nunavut’s court services unit as a toxic workplace] on
group they feel are targeting them,”20
social media.23

}

…

{

“A lot of them [CBHA staff] tell other
people in town ‘I’m [an Inuk] a racist’.
Because I stay on them about repairs.
Is that racist? - Telling them they need
to do better work?”

"There needs to be some kind of check and double-check going on [to ensure Inuit staff are being treated as fairly as non-Inuit employees who are hired from
outside the territory], and it doesn't seem to be happening — certainly not by the minister, from what we're seeing, and we're not seeing it from
anybody else within the government of Nunavut”24
and remember?:
NHC may enter into arrangements under which municipalities, service managers or other persons or bodies perform functions that are the
responsibility of NHC under this section. Notwithstanding such arrangements, NHC remains directly responsible and CMHC will relate and look to
NHC alone in regard to these functions.15

-that, is territorial-jurisdiction; the same grounds as what the cultural sector is getting help with now.
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and remember?:
NHC may enter into arrangements under which municipalities, service managers or other persons or bodies perform functions that are the
- Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 2018
responsibility of NHC under this section. Notwithstanding such arrangements, NHC remains directly responsible and CMHC will relate and look to
15
NHC alone in regard to these functions.

-that, is territorial-jurisdiction; the same grounds as what the cultural sector is getting help with now.
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"There needs to be some kind of check and double-check going on [to ensure Inuit staff are being treated as fairly as non-Inuit employees who are hired
- Doug
from outside the territory], and it doesn't seem to be happening
—Workman
certainly not by the minister, from what we're seeing, and we're not seeing

-that, is territorial-jurisdiction; the same grounds as what the cultural sector is getting help with now.
what'’s different though, is Inuit-associations.
because in:
[Baffin Island, Nunavut-] Inuit women employed at a Nunavut mine are the target of sexual harassment, racism and sexism, says
a worker at Baffinland’s Mary River mine.
She said the harassment comes entirely from non-Inuit staff, and said that her supervisors have not made efforts to intervene.
Grievances from Inuit staff go through the Qikiqtani Inuit Association, which oversees the Inuit Impact and Benefits Agreement at
the mine.
“In the past few months QIA staff have been providing support to the individual who has brought forward the harassment
complaint through our grievance process,” the organization said in a June 20 release.25
and in the Kitikmeot region, where:

}

…

“Inspection needs to come from outside territory; in places like this [Cambridge Bay], there’s too much closeness in the community; It impacts
things here.”
because that closeness may extend further...

{

Kitikmeot Corporation (KC) is owned by the Kitikmeot Inuit Association (KIA).26 The Kitnuna Group of Companies is a 100% Kitikmeot
Corporation-owned family of businesses based in Cambridge Bay. 27 Kitnuna Projects, Inc. is involved in
all aspects of life in the North. General contracting, civil construction, vertical construction, concrete
supply, residential repairs and maintenance, …28 it might be worth looking into:

-that, is territorial-jurisdiction; the same grounds as what the cultural sector is getting help with now.
what'’s different though, is Inuit-associations.
because in:
[Baffin Island, Nunavut-] Inuit women employed at a Nunavut mine are the target of sexual harassment, racism and sexism, says
a worker at Baffinland’s Mary River mine.
- Nunatsiaq
News, 2018
She said the harassment comes entirely
from non-Inuit
staff, and said that her supervisors have not made efforts to intervene.
Grievances from Inuit staff go through the Qikiqtani Inuit Association, which oversees the Inuit Impact and Benefits Agreement at
the mine.
“In the past few months QIA staff have been providing support to the individual who has brought forward the harassment
complaint through our grievance process,” the organization said in a June 20 release.26
and in the Kitikmeot region, where:

}
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this [Cambridge
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because that closeness may extend further...

{

Kitikmeot Corporation (KC) is owned by the Kitikmeot Inuit Association (KIA).26 The Kitnuna Group of Companies is a 100% Kitikmeot
… Corporation-owned family of businesses based in Cambridge Bay. 27 Kitnuna Projects, Inc. is involved in
- Kitikmeot Inuit Association, 2018
all aspects of life in the North. General contracting, civil construction, vertical construction, concrete
supply, residential repairs and maintenance, …28 it might be worth looking into:

because that closeness may extend further...
And if,
Inuit organizations in Nunavut have expressed the need for direct funding from the federal government and direct access to housing-related
programs. This would complement the government of Nunavut’s housing programs given the critical needs in the territory. 29
And if,
Inuit organizations in Nunavut, through their individual areas of expertise and collective strength, are keen to help address the severe
housing shortage in Nunavut through an Inuit designed and delivered, long term “Affordable Housing” program.29
And if,
Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated would take the strategic organizational lead in collaboration with Nunavut’s Regional Inuit Associations for
the general program development, while the Inuit development corporations in Nunavut would take the lead on program delivery, including
the development of the delivery mechanism.29

INUIT ORGANIZATIONS
39.1.9

}

Nunavut Land Claims Agreement Article 39:

Government is not liable to Inuit for any damage or loss suffered by Inuit as a consequence of any act or omission of or by the Tungavik or an Organization in
exercising or failing to exercise a power, function or authority acquired under the Agreement.

suggests to pause –if this still applies then—and consider how i) NT I would address those causing the harassment, Human rights abuse
and oppression Inuit have continued to face with housing in {at least } Cambridge Bay, and ii) how NT I would ensure on the Regional
Inuit Association-level, any potential contributing grounds for conflict of interest, and further barriers – i.e. closeness , are removed and
remain that way.
“Because the federal government chose to deal with our territorial government on the housing issue, NTI has not been involved in any way
in housing issues for the past 10 years, other than to speak out for our beneficiaries, the Inuit, and their needs for adequate, affordable and
spacious housing.”12

- Because as an aside, maybe this is a better Accountability going forward.

{

…

suggests to pause, and consider:

because that closeness may extend further...
And if,
Inuit organizations in Nunavut have expressed the need for direct funding from the federal government and direct access to housing-related
- Inuit Nunangat Housing Strategy - Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami [ITK] |Government of Canada, 2019
programs. This would complement the government of Nunavut’s housing programs given the critical needs in the territory. 29
And if,
Inuit organizations in Nunavut, through their individual
areas of expertise and collective strength, are keen to help address the severe
- Inuit Nunangat Housing Strategy - Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami [ITK] |Government of Canada, 2019
housing shortage in Nunavut through an Inuit designed and delivered, long term “Affordable Housing” program.29
And if,
Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated would take the strategic organizational lead in collaboration with Nunavut’s Regional Inuit Associations for
- Inuit Nunangat Housing Strategy - Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami [ITK] |Government of Canada, 2019
the general program development, while the Inuit development corporations in Nunavut would take the lead on program delivery, including
the development of the delivery mechanism.29

Nunavut Land Claims Agreement Article 39:
INUIT ORGANIZATIONS
39.1.9

}

suggests to pause, and consider:

Government is not liable to Inuit for any damage or loss suffered by Inuit as a consequence of any act or omission of or by the Tungavik or an Organization in
exercising or failing to exercise a power, function or authority acquired under the Agreement.

suggests to pause –if this still applies then—and consider how i) NT I would address those causing the harassment, Human rights abuse
and oppression Inuit have continued to face with housing in {at least } Cambridge Bay, and ii) how NT I would ensure on the Regional
Inuit Association-level, any potential contributing grounds for conflict of interest, and further barriers – i.e. closeness , are removed and
remain that way.
“Because the federal government chose to deal with our territorial government on the housing issue, NTI has not been involved in any way
- AdlatoItorcheak
- Policy
Analyst
on Housing,theNCCInuit,
Development
2016adequate, affordable and
in housing issues for the past 10 years, other than
speak out
for our
beneficiaries,
and theirLimited,
needs for
12
spacious housing.”

- Because as an aside, maybe this is a better Accountability going forward.

{

…

- Because as an aside, maybe this is a better Accountability going forward.

post-WWII

- Because as an aside, accountability. Housing. Inuit. doesn’t have the greatest of history...all the way back:
In fact, members of the Canadian population who were aware of their [Aboriginal Canadians] contribution to the war efforts were troubled by their deplorable living
conditions and the unequal treatment they [Aboriginal Canadians] received from Canadian institutions, particularly the Department of Indian Affairs and its agents,30

1950s
1960s
1970s

7

the tremendous divergence in the postwar trajectory between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal veterans had as much (or more) to do with their relative
starting place after the war. Not only was the Veterans Charter insufficient to close that gap, it may well have made it wider

– Thibault Martin, 2005
Canada Research Chair- Aborig. Gov. of Terr.,
Sociologist.Universite due Quebec en Outaouais

– R. Scott Sheffield, 2007

31

During the Second World War, and the Cold War that followed, American military personnel stationed in the North were critical of the Canadian

– Sarah Bonesteel, 2006

32

Government’s perceived neglect of Inuit, including their inadequate living conditions, health care and education.

“Never has there existed so much destitution, filth and squalor as exists today, and in the opinion of some people the condition under which some natives live
is a disgrace to Canada, surpassing the worst evils of slum areas in cities. Bad sanitary and economic conditions are gradually undermining the health of these
38

33

“They [Inuit relocated from Inukjuak, Mittimatalik to Grise Fiord, Resolute Bay] were not provided with adequate shelter and supplies.”

– Minister of INAC, 2010

34

honourably.

…required the fund’s beneficiaries to “acknowledge that they understand that in planning the relocation, the government officials of
35

…

the time were acting with honourable intentions in what was perceived to be in the best interests of the Inuit at that time.

7

1990s

}

In 1996, the federal government established a “Reconciliation Agreement,” with a $10 million fund for relocated Inuit [Inuit relocated from
Inukjuak, Mittimatalik to Grise Fiord, Resolute Bay], who could only access the money if they acknowledged that the government had acted

–The Canadian Encyclopedia, 2018

“We were also able to learn and determine that, often when government began to build houses in the North, there was poor planning, insufficient
understanding of the Arctic environment and the Inuit culture, there was little or no consultation on the way in which government would build
housing or where, there was poor implementation and insufficient resources, and the first initial homes that were built were clearly inadequate, not
only in number but also in kind.”

{

people and if not checked will ultimately result in their extermination.”

– Insp. H.A. Larsen, 1951
“G” Division (Eastern Arctic), RCMP

– Madeleine Redfern, 2016
Mayor, City of Iqaluit

3

The northern administration introduced its first housing policy for Inuit in 1959, providing rigid frame, plywood one-room houses of 192 square feet. The rigid
frame design (incorporating unnecessarily sloped roofs) was soon replaced by a variety of flat-roofed homes, affectionately known as matchboxes...
The units were poorly insulated and vented. They had no sanitary provisions other than a pail or ‘honey bucket’ lined with a green plastic garbage bag that was

- Homelessness and Health in the Crowded
Canadian Arctic: Inuit Experiences. In
Homelessness & Health in Canada, 2014

36

left outside when full. The water supply consisted of an indoor plastic tank that could be filled with water or ice to be melted down.

- No home in a homeland: Indigenous
Peoples and Homelessness in the
Canadian North, 2017

Compared to the accommodations of the Hudson’s Bay Company or the RCMP officers, housing allocated to northern Indigenous people
“announced to all that [they] were poor.” As a result, housing effectively became a symbol of inequality and difference between northern Indigenous and
37

settlers.
34

“While we were once independent, we were forced off the land and crammed into poorly planned communities. Many Inuit were lured into
337

town with promises of good housing and rents that would never go above $5 a month.”

– Alethea Arnaquq-Baril, 2016

2

“The native people are not going to be pushed around like they have been in the past with towns planned with white men in one part and the
natives in another. This should not happen again because it creates hard feelings and bitterness. Inuvik was planned for a serviced and unserviced
area. To make sure that not one native could get a house built by the government, you had to be hired from outside to qualify for an apartment. The
Eskimos and Indians had to live in tents in a place called Happey Valley. Some of them had to wait three years before they got a house. This should not
happen again. It was an injustice to the native people. If there had been justice for these people, the native people would not be discouraged as

– Father Adam, 1974

38

they are now. There would not be the drinking problems and social unrest that we have”

“Lots of people were moving then to get away from the flooding. Inuvik was brand new. But there was a big border through the town, a border between
the whites and the Natives. On that side of town, there was all that row housing. That was originally meant to be for us from Aklavik, but then the
federal government decide to move some military up here, and they got those houses instead of us. So all the Native people were put in 512s on
this side of town, down by the sewage lagoon.”
3

337

37

– Inuvik Resident Michael, 2017

35

The Inuit continued to complain about the quality of construction work on modern houses: about draughts, poor insulation, ill-fitting windows and doors; and
unfortunately, they continued to compare the shoddy workmanship of their homes and the excellent work that went into houses inhabited by the white
39

people.

“As long as you’re from the south and you’re an administrator, or a developer, or a social worker, or something, you had accommodation which was way above

– Quinn R. Duffy, 1988

– Victor Allen, 1974

40

the standard of the little guy who you were trying to educate just like yourself I am not saying anything against it. I am just telling you the whole story.”
As argued in the brief submitted from the Baffin-High Arctic region to the government task force on housing:

The rules and rents are different from government employees living in staff
housing than for people living in public housing and this causes resentment.

40

“[Frobisher Bay-] 70 per cent of the population is native. The Inuit live in 35 percent of the housing, and it is housing of poor standard. As against that, 30 per cent of
the population is made up of government employees, federal and territorial. They live in 65 percent of the housing, and it is the best housing in Frobisher
39

Bay…Conditions under which native peoples live are degrading.”

Since moving off the land in the 1950s and 1960s and occupying shack housing made of waste from the dumps of Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line sites and settlements,

– Wally Firth, 1975
MP-NWT, House of
Commons

– Frank Tester, 2009

41

Inuit have occupied homes rivaling those found in many Third World countries. The housing conditions faced by Inuit are a national disgrace.
337

“Glorified shacks, the Government wants us to live in.”
“Where I live is the worst house ever.”

1

- Cambridge Bay Resident, 2018
– George Qayaqjuaq, 2019
Hall Beach Resident

“…with towns planned with white men in one
38
part and the natives in another.”

{

}

…

{

}

…

“But there was a big border through the town, a
37
border between the whites and the Natives.”

{

}

…

“But there was a big border through the town, a
” 37

border between the whites and the Natives.

{

}

…

-October 2018

[69.1169o N, 105.0597o W],

{

}

…

homes/buildings

{

}

…

-Government, KIA, Private

Ekaluktutiak [Iqaluktuuttiaq]
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Cambridge Bay, NU

-sorta like a ...perimeter?

{

}

…

{

-poof-

}

As it goes,
The [Homeowner Assistance Program, {HAP}] program is credited with generating a great deal of construction expertise in the community
that is still there today…42
Despite the limited housing activity in the community [Coral Harbor], according to key informants there is considerable construction
expertise locally.42
which sounds like, the opposite of:
“The local workforce capacity is very limited in many communities across the territory.”10
and further:
“There are Inuit electricians, carpenters, plumbers, and oil burner mechanics. Inuit are skilled in these sectors. However, there always
seems to be a caveat as southerners treat them with disdain even though they are qualified.”43
“It’s been a very big, common problem up here, even with like the companies… I’ve heard of several construction companies where they
buy their friends plane tickets all the time to go on vacation, while Inuks get nothing.
Nobody wants to work there ‘cause we don’t get same equal rights. It’s very big factor here.”19
“It happens with many community projects and I imagine you have observed that in your own community,
Some Inuit will work for part of the project but never seem able to work to the end, especially after a few pay periods.”43 and to think, ... the reasons for,

As it goes,
The [Homeowner Assistance Program, {HAP}] program is credited with generating a great deal of construction expertise in the community
that is still there today…42
- Institute of Urban Studies - The University of Winnipeg, 2003
Despite the limited housing activity in the community [Coral Harbor], according to key informants there is considerable construction
expertise locally.42
which sounds like, the opposite of:
10
“The local workforce capacity is very limited in- many
communities
across
the territory.”
Terry Audla
- President
and CEO,
Nunavut Housing
Corporation [nhc], 2016

and further:
“There are Inuit electricians, carpenters, plumbers, and oil burner mechanics. Inuit are skilled in these sectors. However, there always
Kaernerk - MLA Amittuq, 2019
seems to be a caveat as southerners treat them- Joelie
with disdain
even though they are qualified.”43
“It’s been a very big, common problem up here, even with like the companies… I’ve heard of several construction companies where they
buy their friends plane tickets all the time to go- Quamariaq
on vacation,
while Inuks
getResident,
nothing. 2017
Inuqtaqau
- Iqaluit
Nobody wants to work there ‘cause we don’t get same equal rights. It’s very big factor here.”19
“It happens with many community projects and- Lorne
I imagine
you -have
observed
in your Services
own community,
Kusugak
Community
and that
Government
[CGS] Minister, Government of Nunavut, 2019
Some Inuit will work for part of the project but never seem able to work to the end, especially after a few pay periods.”43 and to think, ... the reasons for,

Some Inuit will work for part of the project but never seem able to work to the end, especially after a few pay periods.”43 and to think, ... the reasons for,
At the community level, there is a lot of concern that the definition of what constitutes an Inuit-owned business. Especially in the larger
centres where marriages and unions between an Inuk and a non-Inuk are more prevalent, this issue becomes even more contentious. In
addition, there has been concern that the criterion for classification of an Inuit business is insufficient. The original definition required only
that the business be 51% owned by an Inuk or group of Inuit. However, in some cases Inuit do not have effective management control.44
echoing...
Inuit are not only under-represented in the Government sector but appear to be under-represented in the non-Government sector as well.45
echoing...
“They hired the bare minimum of Inuit, and hardly any employment income is coming into the community.”43
echoing...

Some Inuit will work for part of the project but never seem able to work to the end, especially after a few pay periods.”43 -aah ... the reasons for,
At the community level, there is a lot of concern that the definition of what constitutes an Inuit-owned business. Especially in the larger
- 2006
centres where marriages and unions between -anPricewaterhouseCoopers
Inuk and a non-Inuk are
more prevalent, this issue becomes even more contentious. In
addition, there has been concern that the criterion for classification of an Inuit business is insufficient. The original definition required only
that the business be 51% owned by an Inuk or group of Inuit. However, in some cases Inuit do not have effective management control.44
echoing...
Inuit are not only under-represented in the Government
sector but appear
to be under-represented in the non-Government sector as well.45
- PricewaterhouseCoopers
- 2003
echoing...
“They hired the bare minimum of Inuit, and hardly
anyKaernerk
employment
income is2019
coming into the community.”43
- Joelie
- MLA Amittuq,
echoing...

echoing...
Acknowledging that from Coast to Coast housing conditions for Indigenous Peoples have been historically disadvantaged as a direct
consequence of colonization and discriminatory constitutional, legal, economic and social frameworks,46
echoing...
the Principles of the National Housing Strategy:
•

Good housing policy requires transparent and accountable partnership between the federal government, provinces, territories,
47
municipalities, the social and private sectors, and people with lived experience of housing need

•

First Nations, Inuit and Métis housing strategies must be co-developed and founded in the values of self-determination,
47
reconciliation, respect, and cooperation

•

Housing policy should be grounded in the principles of inclusion, participation, accountability and non-discrimination

47

echoing...
“A lot of the times I think we are dealing with a lot of self-value issues. Inuit are often stuck in these really tough conditions, and it
devalues them, so we are at a point where we need to figure out how we need to add value back into Inuit and how to build their selfesteem, because right now it’s really not doing well.”3
echoing...

echoing...
Acknowledging that from Coast to Coast housing conditions for Indigenous Peoples have been historically disadvantaged as a direct
Supporting the Indigenous Housing Strategy - Canadian
Housing and Renewal Association [CHRA], 2018
consequence of colonization and discriminatory- Resolution
constitutional,
legal, economic and social frameworks,46
echoing...
the Principles of the National Housing Strategy:
•

Good housing policy requires transparent and accountable partnership between the federal government, provinces, territories,
National and
Housing
Strategy
Government
of Canada,
2018 need47
municipalities, the social and private-sectors,
people
with -lived
experience
of housing

•

First Nations, Inuit and Métis housing strategies must be co-developed and founded in the values of self-determination,
47
reconciliation, respect, and cooperation

•

Housing policy should be grounded in the principles of inclusion, participation, accountability and non-discrimination

47

echoing...
“A lot of the times I think we are dealing with -aLouisa
lot of Yeates
self-value
InuitQarjuit
are often
in these
- Viceissues.
President,
Youthstuck
Council,
2016 really tough conditions, and it
devalues them, so we are at a point where we need to figure out how we need to add value back into Inuit and how to build their selfesteem, because right now it’s really not doing well.”3
echoing...

I wonder what it’s like to love someone. And treat them like this.
Have to bring them home to a place like this. Your spouse. Your
common-law. Your daughter. Your son. Your brother. Your sister.
Your cousin. Your uncle. Your aunt. Your friend.
And worse, to knowing, there is no support. Not for us. For them, ok,
but not for us.
No body responsible. No body accountable. And nobody there to
listen. Nobody there to help.
The only people who are here, are those to hurt.
Just hurt.
I wonder…what it’s like to love someone. And have to live like this.

I wonder,-not anymore.
I’m not here to tell you how this feels.
Sometimes you get the chance to see certain things in life, and they
shape you.
Simple as that.
Now, if you just read this. And feel something. Great. Good. Way to
go. But if you do something about it. And I’m not sure what—that’s
on you, then that says something. Something about us. Canada.
and you. _____.
In seeing all this, hearing all this, seeing the resilience of 10-, 20-,
30-, 40-years of living in this, I realized something(s):
-

You can’t do wrong your whole life, and
honesty speaks

Simple as that.
So, I’ll offer two—, then, yeah, it’s on you, to do something about it.
Or not.

-

if not dissolve, demote
There’s privilege to a capital letter to start a name. It’s time you earn
that.
company. association. corporation. contractor. worker. desk-jockey.
president. No matter who you are, if you do wrong, or worse, hurt the
people you’re supposed to be there for…
and don’t lose your position. don’t have any consequences. Hell, if you
get a raise for that. your name should not.
Let the people you serve, the public, decide that. if you get to carry a
capital at the start of your name. On your business card. On the side of
your truck. On your building name.
The people decide that.
And you, get to live with it, until you figure out, “you can’t do wrong,
your whole life”

-

to be left. abandoned. is met in neglect with the loudest,
most grasping actions
Noise. It confuses us all. A hole in the wall. Drywall ripped off. Windows
smashed. Cupboards ripped from their hinges. Shit smeared on the
wall. Piss all over the floor.
C’mon, pretty clear right?
A kid who acts out in class. A person who steals when they have
everything. The forgotten yearn for attention. Just to be recognized.
You’ve got bigger issues than just damaged houses, if people are truly
starting to do this, here.

24

Inuit
residents
interviewed.

12

Inuit with past/present
housing/building experience

-6-

/33

All active board
members (as of
March 6, 2018)

-Total Residents
interviewed.

Interview

Numbers
Jan.-June,
2018
-Interviews
conducted
between;

15
CONTRIBUTORS
11

Public Houses
photographed for
Proof, 2018

,
active today in
Public Housing
sectors + KIA

17 Inuit-tenants

18
TENANTS

,

[tenants: Public
Housing residents
not associated with
any sector involved
in housing, or KIA]
Specifics:
- “What works?”, - “What doesn’t?” and, - “What changes do you see helping?”
Three questions on public housing. Asked to each of the 33 residents interviewed.
Interviews were conducted at resident’s homes, or at their place-of-work.
Depending on the preference of the interviewee, these were either scheduled, or
not. And either held in private, or not.
All interviews, lastly, were tasked to one person.

[CONTRIBUTORS :
residents currently
employees of
contractors, nhc, cbha
and those on the
housing board;
multiple POVs
attained from each,
and also KIA]
KIA: Kitikmeot Inuit
Association

“We would all want to have those houses built as quickly as possible. However,
for the sake of building the relationship with the Inuit and Inuit organizations
in particular, and for the sake of building houses that will last a long time and
be well built, sometimes there needs to be more patience than would
otherwise be in the South.”

- The Honourable Jean-Yves Duclos, P.C., M.P., Minister of Families,
Children and Social Development, [Federal minister responsible for housing].
At the Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples, November 1,
2017

\\\\\\

: Ekaluktutiak [Iqaluktuuttiaq]
: ᐃᖃᓗᒃᑑᑦᑎᐊᕐᒃ
: 69.1169o N, 105.0597o W
, Cambridge Bay, NU

-patience

-pretend

not pretend-

MM

“Snowmen”

ice-buildup atop septic tank vent, known as “Snowmen”
on roof. Snowmen often clog vent completely, and repeatedly,
causing septic smell to waft back in--through toilet, drains, into
public housing. government housing. private housing; filling your
entire home with an aroma of ___.

Snowmen are the size of a small child. Not embellished.
Given size, weight, they tip. Solid ice, they fall.
They choose: -fall , only when no one is underneath

Sheets of Icicles. 2-3 feet long, usually hang
along entire side of roof on public housing. government
housing. private housing. Not embellished. Their size,
weight mirror a wall covered in hanging, baseball bats.
On public housing. government housing.
private housing –there are no eaves-troughs; coupled
with wind, rain, thaw, melt, freeze, thaw, melt rain, snow
ice runs like these form.
They too, choose: -fall , only when no one is
underneath. Especially mindful of elders, kids, and pets.

Icicles atop--

H
vv

-Drifts

o

of snow. Block doors and
can reach roof-level heights. Not
embellished. Blowing snow in 80100+ km/hr winds, and blizzards of
12-72 hours of non-stop blowing snow
create drifts.

Rabid. Fox. Attack people in town, on roads
and around houses.

V

F|

|H

oo

| F

o
HRabid.
o
o
Fox.

E

}

-Piles below

In one town-Cambridge Bay, From Dec. 2017Oct. 2018, there were 5 known attacks (some say
incidents); with Inuit. non-Inuit. Government worker. 1December, 2-March, 1-August, 1-September.

Public housing. private housing. government
housing. -are built on piles. No foundation is poured. No
basements exist. The ground shifts.sinks.lifts –with
permafrost changes.

Rabid fox choose: -attack , for only bad
people and leave all good ones, like little ones, alone.

The piles are--, and the land graded is--very
different for public housing. private housing. government
housing.
In difference, on piles houses are propped 13 feet off ground; open-air underneath snow, water-truck
runoff flows under public houses. -and under private
houses? -and under government houses?

oh

oh

curtains, oh

{

}

Up to the glass with this

{

“We can only wonder what our
urban areas would look like today if,
instead of creating segregation
where it never, or perhaps barely,
existed, federal and local
governments had pushed in the
opposite direction, using public
housing as an example of how
integrated living could be
successful.”48

}

{

-sorta like a ...perimeter?

}

…

{

}

…

“... local governments had pushed in
the opposite direction, using public
-sorta
a ...perimeter?
housinglike
as an
example of how
integrated living could be
successful.”48

{

-August
2019
-sorta like
a ...perimeter?

}

…

…

{

}

…

“What we want to do is create a space
that becomes a home for people and a
-August
neighborhood
that2019
becomes a safe
place for people to interact and grow
together,”49

{

}

…

“What we want to do is create a space
that becomes a home for people and a
- Marla Limousin - Chief Administrative Officer, Hamlet of Cambridge Bay, 2019
neighborhood that becomes a safe
place for people to interact and grow
together,”49

{

}

…

Cambridge Bay is turning to tiny
homes to solve some of the
community’s housing problems.49

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

{

}

…

{

}

…

The homes, which will be around 520
square feet, will be organized in a
neighborhood called Qaggiq, which
means a communal gathering space.49

a

...qaggiq.

{

-

}

…

{

-sorta like a ...perimeter?

}

…

a

... qaggiq?

{

-

}

…

{

}

…

“If government had declined to build
racially separate public housing in
cities where segregation hadn’t
previously taken root, and instead
a ... qaggiq?
had scattered
integrated
developments throughout the
community, those cities might have
developed in a less racially toxic
fashion, with fewer desperate
ghettos and more diverse suburbs.”48

Here,

-

a

... qaggiq?

{

}

…

Here,
probably
Here,

-

a

... qaggiq?

{

}

…

Here,
probably
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…

Here,
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a

... qaggiq?
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Here,
probably
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Here,

-

{

Here,

Here, there’sa people
living now.
... qaggiq?

oh

At this point, we
transition; from oh to Ottawa. Ottawa-to-nhc.
Ottawa-nhc: canada mortgage and
housing corporation (cmhc) and
nunavut housing corporation (nhc)
Bilateral Agreement, under the 2017
National Housing Strategy (NHS).
Announced August 2 2019, in
ᐃᖃᓗᐃᑦ;
“Today's announcement is yet another
demonstration of our government's commitment to
work in partnership with all provinces and
territories in order to ensure that in Canada, when it
comes to housing, no one is left behind.”50

nhc

$
nhc

- The Honourable Jean-Yves Duclos, P.C., M.P.,
Minister of Families, Children and Social
Development, [Federal minister responsible for housing]

The new agreement recognizes the
importance of giving priority to those
most in need, and is guided by a
human rights-based approach that
focuses on accountability, participation,
non-discrimination, and inclusion.50
With that of mind, -delve. Into what’s
now in— ; conditions, terms, stipulation,
place. For housing Nunavummiut.
Ottawa

.

Focus on: Human rights-based
approach. Accountability. Nondiscrimination. Inclusion.
And, choose:
To Forget/not Forget:

{at least}, Cambridge Bay.

Ottawa-nhc

Up to the glass with this

5.5. NHC may enter into arrangements with municipalities, service managers, Indigenous program
administrators or other persons or bodies to perform delivery functions that are the responsibility of
NHC under this Schedule B--NHC-delivered initiatives. Notwithstanding any such arrangements, NHC remains
directly responsible and CMHC will relate and look to NHC alone in regard to these functions.51
5. SCHEDULE B, COMMITMENTS: NHC-DELIVERED INITIATIVES, cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

6.1. CMHC Funding and
Cost-Matched Funding and
Action Plans under this
Agreement must respect
the following principles:

2.1. This Agreement will
be effective for the period
from April 1, 2018 to
March 31, 2028.51

(c) Promote social inclusion
through mixed-income or
mixed-use Housing and by
assisting the most
vulnerable and those in
greatest Housing Need.

2. DURATION OF AGREEMENT,
cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

(d) Create liveable and
inclusive communities by
supporting Social Housing...51
6. FUNDING PRINCIPLES,
cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

(f) Support good governance and financial stability of
the Community Housing sector through greater
openness, transparency, and accountability.51
6. FUNDING PRINCIPLES, cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

8.1. CMHC and NHC agree that governments must be...

Ottawa-nhc

Up to the glass with this

8.1. CMHC and NHC agree that governments must be mutually accountable to the public for
the use of public funds and for the achievement of Housing outcomes and report these
outcomes in an open, transparent, effective and timely manner.51
8. ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK, cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

4.1. NHC will provide
Action Plans developed
in accordance with the
parameters set out in
Schedule C to CMHC for
review, which will
include mutually
agreed-to Targets and
Outcomes over the
period of the Action
Plan.51

SCHEDULE C: ACTION PLAN,
cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

c. Description of how
funding, actions, and
activities under this
Agreement will create
liveable and inclusive
communities by
supporting Social
Housing...51

4. ACTION PLANS AND
TARGETS AND OUTCOMES,
cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

1. Action Plans will include the following narrative elements
overall:
a. Description of NHC’s local housing context and
priorities, including a description of Housing Need...,
b. Description of consultation with municipalities, Inuit
organizations and stakeholders, including:
ii.
The findings and input from municipal and
stakeholder consultations, and how these
are integrated into the Action Plan.51
SCHEDULE C: ACTION PLAN, cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

Remedies (e.g. a suspension of funding)...

Ottawa-nhc

Up to the glass with this

Remedies (e.g. a suspension of funding) could be applied if the eligible use of funding, cost matching
and accountability and reporting requirements are not met:51
SCHEDULE F: FEDERAL/PROVINCIAL/TERRITORIAL (FPT) HOUSING PARTNERSHIP FRAMEWORK, cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

The following planning and
reporting requirements
will apply to the Canada
Community Housing
Initiative, PT Priority
Funding, the Canada
Housing Benefit and
targeted northern funding
for the territories:51

SCHEDULE F: (FPT) HOUSING
PARTNERSHIP FRAMEWORK,
cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

e. Additional indicators
and targets with the
Canada Housing benefit
may be developed and
negotiated through
bilateral agreements.51

SCHEDULE F: (FPT) HOUSING
PARTNERSHIP FRAMEWORK,
cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

c. Action plans will benefit from consultation with
municipalities and other stakeholders and account for
each jurisdiction’s demographic, social and economic
circumstances.
SCHEDULE F: (FPT) HOUSING PARTNERSHIP FRAMEWORK, cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

The National Housing Strategy (NHS) applies a gender and diversity lens...

Ottawa-nhc
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The National Housing Strategy (NHS) applies a gender and diversity lens to its programs to ensure
that programs result in the best possible outcomes for Canadians and to ensure that Canadians are
not adversely impacted on the basis of gender and other identity factors.
SCHEDULE F: (FPT) HOUSING PARTNERSHIP FRAMEWORK, cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

...

-not pretend

At this point, I
wonder…
Inuit societal values:

o Inuuqatigiitsiarniq : Respecting others, relationships and caring for people.
o Tunnganarniq : Fostering good spirits by being open, welcoming and inclusive.
.
.
.

o Aajiiqatigiinnniq : Decision making through discussion and consensus.

can
did you connect the
dots…?
levity. societal
values, and yeah,
that Broad base?

.

Piliriqatigiinniq/Ikajuqtigiinniq : Working together for a common cause
o Qanuqttuurniq : Being innovative and resourceful.
o

.
.
.

you feel it in

If it hurt your gut...
too.

Either way, whoever’s with- their
“…Broad base…” should be
proud. Real proud.
Because in the spirit of
Piliriqatigiinniq, we did it; you
lhelp right write this;

}

.

If it hurts your head to think aboutsorry.

{

.

So that’s gotta be something do
quote cite type. And rules?
with-Qanuqttuurniq; right?

there are none.
connect the dots how you see fit
-Koana
or to an Inuk,

not pretend-

{

}

and

{

}

|n the beginning,

{

}

…

{

“The inequities that exist between Inuit and most other Canadians are an unacceptable symptom of the systemic and structural racism that
… our people have been experiencing since Confederation.”52

}

{

“The inequities that exist between Inuit and most other Canadians
are an unacceptable symptom of the systemic and structural racism that
- President,
… our people have been experiencing since Confederation.”52
| titles

}

{

“The inequities that exist between Inuit and most other Canadians
are anInuit
unacceptable
symptom
- President,
Tapiriit Kanatami
[ITK]of
, the systemic and structural racism that
… our people have been experiencing since Confederation.”52
| groups| titles

}

{

“The inequities that exist between Inuit and most other Canadians
are anInuit
unacceptable
symptom
the systemic and structural racism that
- President,
Tapiriit Kanatami
[ITK]of
, 2019
… our people have been experiencing since Confederation.”52
| things | groups| titles

}

{

“The inequities that exist between Inuit and most- other
are anInuit
unacceptable
symptom
the systemic and structural racism that
Natan Canadians
Obed - President,
Tapiriit Kanatami
[ITK]of
, 2019
… our people have been experiencing since Confederation.”52
names | things | groups| titles

}

{

}

…

not pretend-

At this point, glimpsetomorrow;
in. a book- The Color of Law.48
a book that is not about
Nunavut. or inuit.
But is about housing.
[African American
see Inuit.
Inuit see,
African American. History.
today’s. Tomorrow.
See neighbours to the south
see Inuit tomorrow.
a house is not home
always. for them.
Always till tomorrow.
See neighbourhoods to the south
see Inuits’ tomorrow.

and ... today?

pretend-

Here,
probably
Here,

“If government had declined to build
racially separate public housing in
cities where segregation hadn’t
previously taken root, and instead
a ... qaggiq?
had scattered
integrated
developments throughout the
community, those cities might have
developed in a less racially toxic
fashion, with fewer desperate
ghettos and more diverse suburbs.”48

{

}

Here,

Here,
probably
Here,

-

Hey you, a ...

qaggiq?

{

}

Here,

Here,
probably
Here,

- ... Ready?

a

... qaggiq?

{

}

Here,

Here,
probably
Here,

- ... what’s Here?
a ... qaggiq?

{

}

Here,

Here,
probably
Here,

- -people, but aliving
... in...
qaggiq?

{

}

Here,

Here,
probably
Here,

{

}

Here,

- ... mixed-income
a ...or mixed-use
qaggiq?Housing51?

Here,
probably
Here,

{

}

Here,

: non-gov’t worker
- i.e. blend-- gov’t
a ... worker
qaggiq?

Here,
probably
Here,

__ : __
- ... Here, the ratio
a ... isqaggiq?

{

}

Here,

here,

{

- ... and here? a ... qaggiq?

}

here,

{

- ... is where I got
a ...to live.
qaggiq?

}

here,

{

different;
- ... __ : __ -kinda,
a ... but
qaggiq?

}

here,

{

: Non-Inuit
- ... this ratio isaInuit
... qaggiq?

}

here,

{

them- : them- working as feds; feds-federal employees stationed in Cambridge Bay.
- ...next to __ :a__
... ||qaggiq?

}

here,

{

can try the same exercise. but with __ : __ : __ ; Inuit : Non-Inuit : Vacant
- ...Ditto. maybe
a ...youqaggiq?

}

here, what’s black is :__:__

{

“This combination of vacant white
units and waiting lists for black units
a ... qaggiq?
increasingly
characterized
public
housing nationwide.”48

}

{

GN-Government of Nunavut employees. (Hint: Huffington Post, C.Edgar Article, June 26 2019)
- ...Ditto. with aGN...housing;
qaggiq?

}

{

... then,
you, ready?
- hey
a ... qaggiq?

}

Here,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

... what’s
you, ready?
Here?
- hey
a ... qaggiq?

{

}

“This combination of
vacant white units and
waiting lists for black
units increasingly
characterized public
housing nationwide.”48

Here,

Here,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

{

}

“This combination of
vacant white units and
waiting lists for black
units increasingly
characterized public
housing nationwide.”48

... (Hint:
you,Here,
ready?
isacontext,
directly to: The hamlet has allocated an area in its land use plan for...49)
- hey
... qaggiq?

Here,

context,

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

... and
you,
then,
ready?
here?
- hey
a
... qaggiq?

{

}

“This combination of
vacant white units and
waiting lists for black
units increasingly
characterized public
housing nationwide.”48

Here,

context,

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

{

}

“This combination of
vacant white units and
waiting lists for black
units increasingly
characterized public
housing nationwide.”48

... tomorrow?
you, ready?
living here?
- hey
a-people,
... qaggiq?

Here,

context,

here.

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

{

}

“This combination of
vacant white units and
waiting lists for black
units increasingly
characterized public
housing nationwide.”48

... because
you, ready?
there’s
- hey
a ... something
qaggiq? rather--... the aroma of ___, here.

Here,

context,

here.

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

{

}

“This combination of
vacant white units and
waiting lists for black
units increasingly
characterized public
housing nationwide.”48

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
you,
ready?
a ... that,
qaggiq?
Office- hey
(GAO),
concluding
across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

Here,

context,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

See neighbourhoods to the south

“A compromise was eventually
reached— the housing authority
ready?
- hey
a ... qaggiq?
agreed
notyou,
to discriminate
in future
projects, while maintaining its
segregation policy in those already in
existence.”48
See Inuits’ tomorrow.

{

}

“This combination of
vacant white units and
waiting lists for black
units increasingly
characterized public
housing nationwide.”48

here.

Here,

context,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

See neighbourhoods to the south

See Inuits’ tomorrow.

}

those already in
existence.”48

“Social psychologists have found that
segregation can give whites an
- hey you,
... own
qaggiq?
unrealistic
beliefready?
inatheir
superiority, leading to poorer
performance if they feel less need to
challenge themselves.”48
always. for them.

{

“A compromise
“This
combinationwas
of
eventually
vacant
whitereached—
units and the
housinglists
authority
waiting
for blackagreed
not toincreasingly
discriminate in future
units
projects, while
maintaining
characterized
public
48 in
housing
nationwide.”
its segregation
policy

here.

Here,

context,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

“Social psychologists have found that
segregation can give whites an unrealistic
belief in their own superiority, leading to
poorer performance if they feel less need to
challenge themselves.”48
always. for them.

See neighbourhoods to the south

See Inuits’ tomorrow.

}

those already in
existence.”48

see Inuit.

{

“A compromise
“This
combinationwas
of
eventually
vacant
whitereached—
units and the
housinglists
authority
waiting
for blackagreed
not toincreasingly
discriminate in future
units
projects, while
maintaining
characterized
public
48 in
housing
nationwide.”
its segregation
policy

“The existence of black ghettos is a
visible reminder of our inequalities
ready?
- hey you,
a ... whose
qaggiq?
and history,
a reminder
implications are so uncomfortable that
we find ways to avoid them. Whites
can develop a dysfunctional cynicism
from living in a society that proclaims
values of justice while maintaining
racial inequalities that belie those
values.”48

here.

Here,

context,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

“Social psychologists have found that
segregation can give whites an unrealistic
belief in their own superiority, leading to
poorer performance if they feel less need to
challenge themselves.”48
always. for them.

See neighbourhoods to the south

}

those already in
existence.”48

See Inuits’ tomorrow.

see Inuit.

“The existence of black ghettos
is a visible reminder of our
inequalities and history, a
reminder whose implications
are so uncomfortable that we
find ways to avoid them.
Whites can develop a
dysfunctional cynicism from
living in a society that
proclaims values of justice
while maintaining racial
inequalities that belie those
values.”48

{

“A compromise
“This
combinationwas
of
eventually
vacant
whitereached—
units and the
housinglists
authority
waiting
for blackagreed
not toincreasingly
discriminate in future
units
projects, while
maintaining
characterized
public
48 in
housing
nationwide.”
its segregation
policy

“The consequences of being exposed to
neighborhood poverty are greater than
- hey you, ready?
... qaggiq?
the consequences
ofa being
poor
itself.”48 today’s. Tomorrow.

here.

Here,

context,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

“Social psychologists have found that
segregation can give whites an unrealistic
belief in their own superiority, leading to
poorer performance if they feel less need to
challenge themselves.”48
always. for them.

See neighbourhoods to the south

}

those already in
existence.”48

See Inuits’ tomorrow.

{

“A compromise
“This
combinationwas
of
eventually
vacant
whitereached—
units and the
housinglists
authority
waiting
for blackagreed
not toincreasingly
discriminate in future
units
projects, while
maintaining
characterized
public
48 in
housing
nationwide.”
its segregation
policy

“In 1984…The reporters found that
the nation’s nearly ten million public
you, ready?
- heytenants
a ...almost
qaggiq?
housing
were
always
segregated by race and that every
predominantly white-occupied project
had facilities, amenities, services, and
maintenance that were superior to
what was found in predominantly
black-occupied projects.”48
a house is not home

“The consequences of being
exposed to neighborhood
poverty are greater than the
consequences of being poor
itself.”48 today’s. Tomorrow.

see Inuit.

“The existence of black ghettos
is a visible reminder of our
inequalities and history, a
reminder whose implications
are so uncomfortable that we
find ways to avoid them.
Whites can develop a
dysfunctional cynicism from
living in a society that
proclaims values of justice
while maintaining racial
inequalities that belie those
values.”48

here.

Here,

context,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

“Social psychologists have found that
segregation can give whites an unrealistic
belief in their own superiority, leading to
poorer performance if they feel less need to
challenge themselves.”48
always. for them.

See neighbourhoods to the south

}

those already in
existence.”48

See Inuits’ tomorrow.

“The result was a city whose
African American population was
ready?
48
- heybyyou,
a ...suburbs.”
qaggiq?
encircled
all-white

{

“A compromise
“This
combinationwas
of
eventually
vacant
whitereached—
units and the
housinglists
authority
waiting
for blackagreed
not toincreasingly
discriminate in future
units
projects, while
maintaining
characterized
public
48 in
housing
nationwide.”
its segregation
policy

“In 1984…The reporters found that
the nation’s nearly ten million public
housing tenants were almost always
segregated by race and that every
predominantly white-occupied project
had facilities, amenities, services,
and maintenance that were superior
to what was found in predominantly
black-occupied projects.”48
a house is not home

“The consequences of being
exposed to neighborhood
poverty are greater than the
consequences of being poor
itself.”48 today’s. Tomorrow.

see Inuit.

“The existence of black ghettos
is a visible reminder of our
inequalities and history, a
reminder whose implications
are so uncomfortable that we
find ways to avoid them.
Whites can develop a
dysfunctional cynicism from
living in a society that
proclaims values of justice
while maintaining racial
inequalities that belie those
values.”48

here.

Here,

context,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

“Social psychologists have found that
segregation can give whites an unrealistic
belief in their own superiority, leading to
poorer performance if they feel less need to
challenge themselves.”48
always. for them.

See neighbourhoods to the south

}

those already in
existence.”48

See Inuits’ tomorrow.

{

“A compromise
“This
combinationwas
of
eventually
vacant
whitereached—
units and the
housinglists
authority
waiting
for blackagreed
not toincreasingly
discriminate in future
units
projects, while
maintaining
characterized
public
48 in
housing
nationwide.”
its segregation
policy

“Residential segregation was created
by state action, making it necessary to
ready?
- hey
a ... complement
qaggiq? of
invoke
theyou,
inseparable
the Roberts principle: where
segregation is the product of state
action, it has constitutional
implications and requires a remedy.”48

“In 1984…The reporters found that
the nation’s nearly ten million public
housing tenants were almost always
segregated by race and that every
predominantly white-occupied project
had facilities, amenities, services,
and maintenance that were superior
to what was found in predominantly
black-occupied projects.”48
a house is not home

“The consequences of being
exposed to neighborhood
poverty are greater than the
consequences of being poor
itself.”48 today’s. Tomorrow.

see Inuit.

“The existence of black ghettos
is a visible reminder of our
inequalities and history, a
reminder whose implications
are so uncomfortable that we
find ways to avoid them.
Whites can develop a
dysfunctional cynicism from
living in a society that
proclaims values of justice
while maintaining racial
inequalities that belie those
values.”48

“The result was a city whose
African American population was
encircled by all-white suburbs.”48

here.

Here,

context,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

“Social psychologists have found that
segregation can give whites an unrealistic
belief in their own superiority, leading to
poorer performance if they feel less need to
challenge themselves.”48
always. for them.

See neighbourhoods to the south

}

those already in
existence.”48

See Inuits’ tomorrow.

“It is up to the people, through our
elected representatives, to enforce
- hey you, ready?
... qaggiq?the
our Constitution
byaimplementing
remedy.”48

{

“A compromise
“This
combinationwas
of
eventually
vacant
whitereached—
units and the
housinglists
authority
waiting
for blackagreed
not toincreasingly
discriminate in future
units
projects, while
maintaining
characterized
public
48 in
housing
nationwide.”
its segregation
policy

“In 1984…The reporters found that
the nation’s nearly ten million public
housing tenants were almost always
segregated by race and that every
predominantly white-occupied project
had facilities, amenities, services,
and maintenance that were superior
to what was found in predominantly
black-occupied projects.”48
a house is not home

“Residential segregation was created by
state action, making it necessary to
invoke the inseparable complement of
the Roberts principle: where
segregation is the product of state
action, it has constitutional implications
and requires a remedy.”48

“The consequences of being
exposed to neighborhood
poverty are greater than the
consequences of being poor
itself.”48 today’s. Tomorrow.

see Inuit.

“The existence of black ghettos
is a visible reminder of our
inequalities and history, a
reminder whose implications
are so uncomfortable that we
find ways to avoid them.
Whites can develop a
dysfunctional cynicism from
living in a society that
proclaims values of justice
while maintaining racial
inequalities that belie those
values.”48

“The result was a city whose
African American population was
encircled by all-white suburbs.”48

here.

Here,

context,

here?,
Inuit see,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
African American than white residential
areas.”48

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

51

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing ?

“Social psychologists have found that
segregation can give whites an unrealistic
belief in their own superiority, leading to
poorer performance if they feel less need to
challenge themselves.”48
always. for them.
See neighbourhoods to the south

“A compromise was
eventually reached— the
housing authority agreed
not to discriminate in future
projects, while maintaining
its segregation policy in
those already in
existence.”48

hey
... ohyou,
almost
ready?
forgot ,here.

See Inuits’ tomorrow.

“In 1984…The reporters found that
the nation’s nearly ten million public
housing tenants were almost always
segregated by race and that every
predominantly white-occupied project
had facilities, amenities, services,
and maintenance that were superior
to what was found in predominantly
black-occupied projects.”48
a house is not home

“It is up to the people, through our elected
representatives, to enforce our Constitution
by implementing the remedy.”48

“Residential segregation was created by
state action, making it necessary to
invoke the inseparable complement of
the Roberts principle: where
segregation is the product of state
action, it has constitutional implications
and requires a remedy.”48

“The consequences of being
exposed to neighborhood
poverty are greater than the
consequences of being poor
itself.”48 today’s. Tomorrow.

see Inuit.

“The existence of black ghettos
is a visible reminder of our
inequalities and history, a
reminder whose implications
are so uncomfortable that we
find ways to avoid them.
Whites can develop a
dysfunctional cynicism from
living in a society that
proclaims values of justice
while maintaining racial
inequalities that belie those
values.”48

,here.
“The result was a city whose
African American population was
encircled by all-white suburbs.”48

here.

Here,

context,

“The pattern was confirmed in 1983,
analysis by the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO), concluding that, across the
nation, commercial waste treatment
facilities or uncontrolled waste dumps
were more likely to be found near
Inuit see, African American than white residential
areas.”48

here?,

The hamlet has allocated an area
in its land use plan for the tiny
homes to be built.49

... mixed-income or mixed-use Housing51?

“Social psychologists have found that
segregation can give whites an unrealistic
belief in their own superiority, leading to
poorer performance if they feel less need to
challenge themselves.”48
always. for them.

See neighbourhoods to the south

}

those already in
existence.”48

See Inuits’ tomorrow.

{

“A compromise
“This
combinationwas
of
eventually
vacant
whitereached—
units and the
housinglists
authority
waiting
for blackagreed
not toincreasingly
discriminate in future
units
projects, while
maintaining
characterized
public
48 in
housing
nationwide.”
its segregation
policy

... celebrating.
you, ready?
history.
housing. -who’s?
- hey
a ...
qaggiq?
“In 1984…The reporters found that
the nation’s nearly ten million public
housing tenants were almost always
segregated by race and that every
predominantly white-occupied project
had facilities, amenities, services,
and maintenance that were superior
to what was found in predominantly
black-occupied projects.”48
a house is not home

“It is up to the people, through our elected
representatives, to enforce our Constitution
by implementing the remedy.”48

“Residential segregation was created by
state action, making it necessary to
invoke the inseparable complement of
the Roberts principle: where
segregation is the product of state
action, it has constitutional implications
and requires a remedy.”48

“The consequences of being
exposed to neighborhood
poverty are greater than the
consequences of being poor
itself.”48 today’s. Tomorrow.

see Inuit.

“The existence of black ghettos
is a visible reminder of our
inequalities and history, a
reminder whose implications
are so uncomfortable that we
find ways to avoid them.
Whites can develop a
dysfunctional cynicism from
living in a society that
proclaims values of justice
while maintaining racial
inequalities that belie those
values.”48

,here.
“The result was a city whose
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Appended

SOLUTION -sets.
o -Design, Construction.
-Renovations.
-Maintenance.
-Repairs.
-Enhancements and Improvements.
-For their homes.
By the residents of Cambridge Bay.

SOLUTION -sets

Up to the glass with this
“Sewage vent atop the roof [vented straight up],
should be vented out the side of the house; this
way the snowman [snow/ice buildup around vent] can
just fall off. We [tenants] can then make sure the
snowman doesn’t get too big in size.”
“Just a [manual]
vent above the door,
that’s all you need”
“An oversized exhaust fan in
kitchen-area, controlled by
humidistat, with separate vent
in floor ducted to ceiling. Then a
box with a furnace-filter after
vent; Been used for years, no
mold issues ever inside the
dwelling. Plus, gives the tenant
full control to regulate their
ventilation.”

“Septic smell in your house is from the
sewage vent being blocked [by ice].”
“If the chimney freezes [shut],
CO2 can then come back inside.
That’s why people complain
about headaches.”
“For tenants who haven’t lived on
their own, something visual,
minimal-wording, would be good to
provide on how to maintain-, and
live in their unit.”

- Cambridge Bay Residents, 2018

“It needs to be simple; for turning
on/off and controlling the
bathroom, and kitchen fans;

We shouldn’t have to read a how-to
“8”, 6” [sizing of]—, above each
manual to turn on a fan [or an HRV].”
window; manual vents. We
used to use them above each
window to get rid of
“Houses should be south-facing; [In Cambridge Bay] that’s how
mold in windows”
you get the most natural light. Wouldn’t have to turn on your
inside lights as often; should then, save some electricity.”
“In the winter, when there’s spillage [from water-truck hookup], the water runs under the
house and freezes to the piles and bottom of floor joists; Some of the reason these floors get
cold. -The land should be graded away from the houses, it would prevent this.”
“Rocks should be put down first, then filled in-, and-around with sand, gravel [when the ground is being leveled]. In melt
season, the sand just runs from these sites; Would save money and time and keep the ground more there”
“Zoning by Hamlet, of what lots get built on, impact how long these buildings will last, and how much
maintenance they’ll need [regardless of who builds them and maintains them after being built]. - Did you know the CHARS
houses, closest to the airport, those used to be Bogs…those houses were built on bogs.”

set-II

SOLUTION -sets

Up to the glass with this

“Houses need to get repaired to the basics then allow people to
move in; Waiting for all the bells & whistles, isn’t helping anyone”

“Rounding the insulation on the
corner of buildings, rather than
[joining at] sharp points, would stop
air leaks at the corners.

“They should use door hinges on
kitchen cupboards. More sturdy,
and easier to open/close.”
“Some people unplug fans in
bathroom. It might be better
then, to add a port-hole [window]
in the bathroom.”

Rounded like before; like how
Igloos were made.”
- Cambridge Bay Residents, 2018

“Splash-guards on the sides of the
bathtub. This would stop some of
the mold near the tubs.”

“Skirting. -Double 2x2s with
insulation; All around the
house. Will stop the outside
getting in, when the
sheets [of plywood, floor] shift,
and nails in-floor start moving
[-both, from shifting of house].”

“Weather-stripping’s not made for the North.”

“We used to use a lining around our doors. -There were no drafts then.”

Set-III

SOLUTION -sets

Up to the glass with this

“The [exhaust] vent [for boiler/furnace]—[should vent] four feet or more
above the roof’s peak. Or a draft will come back in.”
“Too many screws, bolts in roof... causes leaks [from screws, bolts piercing roof].”

“With manual vents in the porch,
you wouldn’t see frost deposits.”

“Multiple porches [before reaching
inside, living space]; 3-stages. Out
from the cold into a cold porch.
then a warmer porch, then
another porch, before getting
inside. This would stop the
door freeze-ups.”

“Like outside the North, thermostats
for each room would be good.”

- Cambridge Bay Residents, 2018

“Also, thermostats should not be
[mounted] on walls that get sun. We
get 24-hours [of sun] and it affects
room temperature readings then.”

“Heat-trace in lines will fail; Always do, need insulation around lines then.”
“Heat-trace in all water drainage lines; right up to the drains. Then, loop [heat-trace] back into
the sewage tank; Covers against the sewage tank freezing .”
“Sewage tanks should be in heated crawl-spaces; this way [drainage] pipes are out of cold, and won’t crack.”
“Sewage shouldn’t be kept under the house.”
Set-IV

SOLUTION -sets

Up to the glass with this

“There are 3-bedroom-designated units, that actually have space only for 1-bedroom, 2-bedrooms. These
are the oldest units in town. Housing [Designation] needs to consider square footage, not just [number of]
rooms.”

“Having an advisory committee for
contractors to understand the
conditions of the North, would help.
[Committee of] Locals with building
experience, contractors and tenants;
Also, to inspect blueprints prior to
approval.”
- Cambridge Bay Residents, 2018

“engineers, architects developing
solutions here, in the North, should
hear us [experienced local hands]. We fix
a lot of work, we told them would
never work in the first place.”

“There needs to be consistent material supplied to builders,
then [the same material, parts] for maintenance staff to use and
maintain all houses with.”
“Material-, building-code standards change; costly to us [barge-dependent communities] because
we receive building supplies over a 2-4 week period, for the whole year. If standards
change, we then have to wait till next barge season [to receive the up-to-code goods]. It delays work
and adds more cost to building here.”
“Feds should mandate for certain material/equipment to be in all houses, or the [budget] money isn’t received.
Then, they should provide outside [out of territory] inspection to be sure those [specifics] were actually implemented.”
Set-V

SOLUTION -sets

Up to the glass with this

“Solar roofs to harvest sun’s energy.”

“Compartmentalized layout of
housing units; Take out the water
tank, furnace and put outside the
house. There would be more
livable-space inside.”

“Build fuel-tanks [storage for fuel, heating] for houses away from road
access. Will avoid water trucks,
and vehicles, hitting them.”

- Cambridge Bay Residents, 2018

“- Reverse-Osmosis filtration; Because the tapwater sometimes tastes like swamp-water.”

“UV-light in the water tanks. It’ll be sure to
purify; People here, don’t’ trust Hamlet water.”

“Having different fuel sources in
the units; You know -wood, oil,
fuel. Hedges against too high of
prices [market volatility] and also, if a
system breaks, having a different
system as backup. Important for
storms, blackouts to make sure
heat is still available.”

Appended

B before F -sets.
OTTAWA —Remedies (e.g. a suspension of funding) could
be applied if the eligible use of funding, cost matching
and accountability and reporting requirements are not
met:51
SCHEDULE F: FEDERAL/PROVINCIAL/TERRITORIAL (FPT)
HOUSING PARTNERSHIP FRAMEWORK,
cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

which is... perplexing when you see, in:
nhc

$
nhc

.

Ottawa-nhc

Up to the glass with this

Remedies (e.g. a suspension of funding) could be applied if the eligible use of funding, cost matching
and accountability and reporting requirements are not met:51
SCHEDULE F: FEDERAL/PROVINCIAL/TERRITORIAL (FPT) HOUSING PARTNERSHIP FRAMEWORK, cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

5. SCHEDULE B, COMMITMENTS: NHCDELIVERED INITIATIVES,
cmhc-nhc Bilateral Agreement, 2019

5.4 Where a Commitment
is cancelled or reduced, or
a Project or Recipient is
non-compliant in whole or
materially in part, then
the affected CMHC Funding
or Cost-Matched Funding
or both will be considered
to remain committed,
provided that NHC
recommits the affected
CMHC Funding or CostMatched Funding within
the same Fiscal Year in
which the cancellation,
reduction, or Project or
Recipient non-compliance
occurred, but not later
than March 31, 2023.51
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